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This is the month, and this the happy morn,
Wherein the Son of Heaven's eternal King,
Of wedded maid and virgin mother born,
Our great redemption from above did bring;
For so the holy sages once did sing,
That He our deadly forfeit should release
And with His Father work us a perpetual peace.
—Milton
.-
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What Christmas Is and Is Not
Don E. Smucker
"And the angel said to them. "Be not
afraid; for behold. I bring you good news
of great joy which will come to all the
people; for to you is born this day in the
city of David a Saviour who is Christ the
Lord. And this will be a sign for you:
you will find a babe wrapped in swaddling
clothes and lying in a manger. And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude
of the heavenly host praising God and saying,
"Glory to God in the highest, and on
earth peace among men with whom he is
pleased." Luke 2:10-14 ( Revised Standard
Version).
CHRISTMAS is the birthday of Christ
Jesus our Lord.
Such an obvious fact hardly requires restatement- Yet, Christmas has been cruelly
entangled with many false elements. Histoiy has a way of perverting every aspect
of divine truth unless eternal vigilance is
maintained. Hence, when the loveliest of
spiritual celebrations comes nigh we must
ask: What is really fundamental in this
magnificent moment of the Christian year?
In short, let us state what Christmas is and
is not.
I
It Is Not All Joy
The text from Luke 2:10-14 represents a
wonderful outburst of sheer jubilation.
Study Luke and you will find a series of
glowing hyrrins in connection with Bethlehem. This is authentic. This is true Christmas. But there is also an element of tragedy
recorded in the Biblical record. Perhaps
part of the difficulty has come from the
translation in the King James version of
-Luke 2:14.
There we read ". . . and on earth peace,
good will toward men."' As always, the
King James is more musical; but it is not
always the most accurate in relation to the
original Greek. It is wrong to see here a
broad, hazy peace which blots out the
tragedy of Christmas. The real promise
seems to be on the individuals who actually follow the Prince of Peace in a life of
nonresistant love and cross-bearing.
The specific fact or tragedy is fourfold.
First, the tragedy of the inn and the manger. The birth of the gentle Jesus was foretold in prophecy. Yet no prophet saw the
tragedy of the inn. The King of kings was
born in the midst of misery and poverty;
He entered the world as a pauper. The unceasing problem of a housing shortage cast
its cruel shadow 2.000 years ago on our
Lord. A selfish innkeeper had no room for
history's most important familv.
Second, there is the tragedy of unbelieving Israel. The Hebrew children remain a
paradox and a miracle. Small in number:
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great in influence. Always persecuted: always surviving. Honored for her chosen
position; yet stiff-necked and blind. Tel !
to watch for the Messiah by her own
prophets. Israel could not see the star o;
Bethlehem. Nor could she see any better
alter the Messiah lived thirty-three year;
in her midst.

They were all looking for a King
To slay their foes and lift them high
Thou cairr'st a little baby thing
That made a woman cry.
—George McDonald

I
Israel will continue to be a disturbing
element in human affairs until she recognizes that Babe of Bethlehem as the longawaited Messiah. John 1 :11, "He came unto his own. and his own received him not.
Coupled with this tragedy has been the
prejudice and persecution by Christians
themselves since Bethlehem. In our common guilt, let us pray for the deliverance
of Israel.
Third, is the tragedy of the infant slaughter. Matthew 2:16 records the infamous
command of Herod to slaughter the little
babies two years and under. Here is one
of the most brutal crimes of all history
revived in our time under obliteration
bombing which burned mothers and babies
with ghastlv terror. It is not too much to
say that these little babies killed by Herod's
ruthless ruffians were the first Christian
martyrs of history. They died for Jesus.
Fourth, and last, there was the tragedy of
the exiled King. Matthew 2:13 reveals how
the angel commands Joseph to take his precious family to Egypt to escape from the
slaughter. First, there was the housing
shortage. Now the refugee, the displaced
person, the "D. P . " as the Mennonite Central Committee and other service agenciescall them today. Always humanity is fleeing, marching, escaping from man's inhumanity to men. Little Jesus and His parents knew this horrible experience 2,000
vears ago. The Saviour of the world wa=
despised and rejected of men as Isaiah had

foretold. Alas, how mankind perpetuates
—and supremely in carnal warfare!—the
ancient fallacy: "Escape or die."
Today the haunting fact of modern
tragedy stares us in the face. In a world of
ttora'c anguish, famine, displaced persons,
W'ars and rumors of wars, labor strife,
racial haired, and downright unbelief Jesus
Christ is still an exile! The kingdoms of
this world are still not the kingdoms of our
Lord. Never forget this fact as Christians.
II
Christmas Is Not Pagan Revelry
The simple nativitv story is buried under
a jriass of pagan and semi-pagan customs.
Four hundred years after the birth of
Christ the riotous pagan festivals. Saturnia
rind Brumalia. began to influence Christmas. The church has never been able to
dislodge this influence altogether.
Crass commercialism has a field day at
the expense of Bethlehem. Millions of
Christmas cards are mailed without the
slightest reference to Bethlehem. Millions
of gifts are given without any reference to
the symbolism of the Wise Men. Riotous
celebrations of the most drunken and gluttonous sort will create a global blackout
ol the real Bethlehem story.
Let us give gifts. Let us send cards. Let
us have fellowship around the well-filled
table. Let us be gay and jubilant. But let
us do all this specifically, consciously, and
faithfully in the name of Christ!

Ill
// Is Not the Only Day to Take
Jesus Seriously
On Christmas day, and often only on
that day. Jesus becomes irresistible. The
Sermon on the Mount becomes real. Strife
seems blasphemous. Hate is utterly evil
and wrong. So true is this that military
enemies find it virtually impossible to fight
on Christmas day. Fraternization of British
and German soldiers definitely took place
in World War 1. This good will started
when common Christmas carols joyously
were wafted across the lines. Joyce Kilmer,
author of "Trees" was killed in the first
World War. Before his death he penned
these lines:
The
And
And
And

Kings of the earth are men of might,
cities are burned for their delight,
skies rain death in the silent night,
hills belch death all day.

But the King of Heaven, yvho made all,
Is fair, and gentle, and very small;
He lies in th» strayv, by the oxen's stall—
Let them think of Him today.
Yes, "let them think of. Him today." But.
why not every day? The Christian life was
not meant to be limited to one lovely day
with 364 days of denial. Let us think of
Him today, tomorrow and forever!
I F CHRISTMAS is not all joy. nor pagan

revelry, nor a one-day testimony, then what
is i t ? '
(Continued on page eighteen)
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Editorial

" M a d e of a W o m a n "
^X^XKK^X^X^X^X^X^X^X^X^K^X*

" G l o r y to God . . . On Earth
Peace . . . Good Will Toward
Men"
NE of the most gladsome seasons of the
year is the coming of Christmas. It
is one of the greatest events that can come
to this sad and troubled world. With one
voice, earth should again join in singing
with angelic choir the heavenly song,
"Glory to God in the highest, and on earth
peace, good will toward men."

O

This is possibly one of the most loved
and time-honored sentences of the Christmas story. There is a rich meaning in this
statement for us today. For at this very
moment the world is in the grip of fear,
selfishness, greed, and suffering. Yet there
is another voice in this world that is passionately crying for peace.
There is much comfort in this heavenly
message for a broken world. Its message
is threefold, "Glory to God . . . on earth
peace . . . good will toward men.'' The
translation of this verse from the Greek
Testament gives only a twofold message.
First, there is "Glory to God," and then
there is "peace on earth to the men of good
will."
This message never had more meaning,
never came clearer from the heart of heaven, and never was spoken more clearly to
the sons of earth than this year. We are
longing and struggling for a real peace.
But how do we set about achieving that
peace?
We have had two world wars which were
planned to establish lasting peace. There
is no comfort in the above heavenly song
for those who think that "peace on earth"
can be produced by the best of human
thought and plans. It takes more than that.
Peace on earth is promised to men of good
will and to men who give God the glory
in their faith, lives and activities. Those
who have good will in themselves and give
themselves to good will are those who will
find peace on earth. If we would have good
will, we must be linked with the "will of
God," for the Christian has proven that
His will is good, acceptable and perfect.
Let us make this Christmas a great time
of building peace on earth by giving more
glory to God and by demonstrating greater
good will toward men. Give Jesus his right
of way on His own birthday and make the
day ever memorable for its richness. Give
to a bruised and bleeding world your love,
sympathy and ^rayers. Share with a hungry and suffering humanity of your abundance to its necessities. "Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these
my brethren, ye have done it unto me."
This is the true Christmas Spirit.—/• F. Z,,
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Christmas Day, December 25, 1948
carries the usual amount of cheer and
goodwill. We are pleased to submit,
such a fine assortment of Christmas
messages from leaders in our own
brotherhood in this Christmas issue.
Your editor, associate editors, contributing staff, and E. V. Publishing
personnel, together wish one and all
of our readers and loyal supporters a
delightful Christmas in the Lord. And
a joyous and prosperous year in
1949.—J. N. H.
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N Galatians 4:4 is. found the significant
statement: "But when the fulness of time
was come, God sent forth his Son, made
of a woman, made under the law. "Let it
be noticed that the Son was sent and in the
sending He was made. Then the peiiod of
His making is mentioned. This is followed
by the purpose of His making in verse five.
Often have I seen and heard comment concerning the period and purpose of the Incarnation but never, as far as I recall, have
I heard emphasis placed on His Making.
Things made come forth from things
which have previously existed. The world
was made in six days. It was created in the
beginning by the word of God. The Bible
does not tell us how long it took God to
create the world. The fact that it was made
in six days proves its pre-existence. Thus
the fact that the Son was made of a woman
proves His pre-existence. The fact of God
making His Son does not show at all that
until the Incarnation there was no Second
Person in the Godhead. Contraiwise it
verifies it.
The apostle John tells us that, "In the
beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God."
Then he states: "The Word was made flesh,
and dwelt among us." Matthew and Luke
tell us that he was brought into the world
in the form of a babe. Paul tells us that
He was made of a woman. What is meant
by the words "made of a woman?" The
common opinion seems to be that God became flesh through a woman. This is according to the Scripture the correct view.
Even as Paul declares: " ( H e ) took upon
him the form of a servant, and was made
in the likeness (after the similitude of
flesh) of men."

I

HE wise men said, "We' have seen His
star in the east and are come to worship him."
The language seems strange. We have
often referred to millionaires and their
home, their railroad, their factory or their
mines. Concerning Kings we have read of
their army, their jewels, their kingdom or
their crowns, but what monarch of the
earth can refer to "His s t a r ? " Only one
and He is the babe of Bethlehem's manger.
That Christ had the greatest part in the
"He made the stars also." "All things were
creating
of the world and the formation
made by Him." They speak of Him so they
are His. Which is His star; can anyone and creating of man is proved by such
passages of Scripture as John 1:1-2; Col.
identify it?
1:15-16 and Heb. 1:2. Christ being the
The wise men discovered it amidst the executive in all things shows that He dicountless sparks from the Divine anvil rected the Holy Spirit to over power Mary
which studs the heavens with their delicate causing her to become pregnant with Christ
brilliancy. Wise men are still following
Himself and bringing forth in that concep"His star." In fact in reality we question
tion that which previously existed viz. The
the wisdom of anyone who deliberately
Son, the Second Person of the Trinity. God
ignores this "star of Jacob." He knoweth
sent forth His Son. Christ is God. He sent
nothing yet as he ought to know.
forth Himself. He, Himself, became flesh
In the great firmament of truth there are at the closing of the law dispensation to
many stars, but one outshines all others redeem flesh who was under law i.e. under
which inevitably leads to where the young bondage. Before His Incarnation He is
child lay. We refer to the Bible. God's God. During the days of His Incarnation
wonderful Word. It is in a peculiar and He is God. Since the days of His Incarnarealistic sense "His star." "A light to en- tion He is God. This is what the Hebrew
lighten the gentiles and the glory of my writer declares in saying, "Thy years
people Israel." A light that shineth in a change not." No event in history can
dark place.
change God. He is.
It is pathetic that many people have nevBut why did The Christ God choose to
er seen this star. They have read the book, come through woman and not after the
(Continued on page four)
order of man? Since by man came death,
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by man came also the resurrection of the
dead just so since by woman came transgression which causes man to die so
through woman comes redemption which
causes man to live. Woman was first in
the transgression. A new creation, better
and more glorious than the first creation,
is brought forth through the same medium
that the first creation, fell. "If any man be
in Christ he is a new creature." Let us anew
thank God at this Christmas for the Incarnate One, The Babe of Bethlehem. Instead
of commercializing God's work let us worship Him who gave Himself for us.
— / . A. C.

His Star
(Continued from page three)
marvelled at its diction, copied its style
and yet never in reality have seen the
sparkling light it so generously imparts.
The Magi proved their discovery of the
star because they followed it until they
worshiped. That is the proof of any worthwhile vision, a changed life, a worshipful
heart, and a new pathway.
Many so called learned people profess
to know the course of every planet. They
have weighed the stars and tell us how
many billions of tons they weigh, and how
many millions of light years they are away
from us in unlimited space, but they do
not come and worship "the star." Others
know the path of the star better than the
long weary road to Bethlehem. We do
thank God for those who come and worship, and with what renewed praises at this
season of the year may we worship Him in
fondest devotion.
Following this star makes us different.
Our lives will of necessity be changed. We
will surely travel another way. Many stargazers cannot associate a star with a stable
or a monarch with a manger. They can
exalt themselves above the stars of God
but cannot humble themselves for acceptable worship, We have never really seen
the Crucified Christ if our hearts have
not been broken and we have never worshipped the new-born King.
May I make an urgent appeal to all our
readers at this Christmas season in the language of one of our choice carols. Oh come
let us adore Him, Oh come let us adore
Him'. Christ the Lord.—E. J. S.

If your ox has gored mine, a great wrong
has been done, but if mine has gored yours
it is quite a different matter.

Christmas 1948
R. H. Wenger
HE Christmas festival is more widely observed throughout the world than any
other religious holiday. From Greenland's
icy mountains to Afric's sunny fountains
the spirit of Christmas will rule. In fact,
everywhere, everywhere it's Christmas. It
is with hearts full of mingled feeling that
old and young look forward to the coming
of Christmas.

T

Christians throughout the world look to
the day with joy and gladness, because they
know this is the day in which we rejoice,
because of Him who hath salvation brought.
God gave His only son. In Him we have
salvation as a gift. It is the greatest gift
ever given to mankind. No wonder then
Christmas has become the supreme festival
of giving. Giving, not buying gifts, not
earning gifts, but giving. Christmas, indeed, in 1948, almost two thousand years
since the advent is a festival of giving. Let
us be mastered by this thought, and not lift
our voices in lament by saying, "What is
the world coming t o ? " , but rather lift our
voice and exclaim with men of old, "Behold
what is come into the world!"
Tremendous preparation has been made
for the day. In fact the Holy Day has been
lengthened into a season. Weeks prior to
Christmas great displays are erected costing huge sums. Our cities are filled with
gaiety. Scintillating streams of multi-colored lights and glistening decorations adorn
our streets. Many of our homes and lawns
are also appropriately decorated for the oc-
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Follow the Star
Wilma Shirley
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The angels' song rang o'er the earth
"Follow, follow the Star!"
"This night has seen a i i n g l y Birth—
Follow, follow the star."
Though we have wandered long in sin
Salvation still is ours to win:
Open your h e a r t s ; let Christ come in—
And follow, follow the Star.
—Clyde, Ohio.
X
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There is nothing new in all this, but who
wants anything new about Christmas. Let
us rejoice in the familiarity about the day.
Let us be glad and happy that we can give
and share with others and in a measure be
like our God who shared his own beloved
Son with us that we through Him might
have eternal life.
There is joy in giving gifts: It verifies
the. words of Jesus when He said, "It is
more blessed to give than to receive," and
yet who is it that does not like to receive.
Let us remember it is still more blessed to
give.
Shall we give this year where a return
gift is not expected? This type of giving
holds the greatest joy. May I make a few
suggestions.
Let us remember our missionaries on the
field with a gift. Yes they need our prayers
and encouragement, but how can we let
them know that we are backing them in a
better way than by sending them a gift at
Christmas.
A gift to the Old People's Home or Orphanage at Christmas time is most fitting.
Here is an opportunity to give by not letting the right hand know what the left
hand does.
Yes, there are needy and worthy folks in
almost every community. Christmas is the
time when we can lend a hand most gracefully.
Sunday School classes and church organizations do well to share with their needy
neighbors. It is good for the class and is a
blessing to those who receive.
Let us not forget our relief and service
obligations. A Christmas bundle well prepared will bring a bundle of joy and gladness to our friends over seas and perhaps
do more than we think toward averting the
next war.
Our church schools should not be forgotten. They are making a sacrificial contribution to the church which is, indeed, difficult
to estimate. A gift to the cause of Christian
education at Christmas 1948 will bring dividends. Let us invest liberally.
Christmas in 1948 is another opportunity
to share. God gave. Let us be God-like and
share. As we share with others we can more
gracefully ask God to share with us. He
says we are to ask boldly, and receive of
His abundance unstintingly.
Let us this Christmas ask God for more
grace, and fresh power to live a glowing
Christian life. Let us ask for wisdom and
insight in the intricate and difficult tasks
that are ours each day.
And finally may the peace of God which
came to men in Jesus be ours continually.
—Carlisle, Pa.
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"Unto You Is Born

ft

C. W. Boyer
HAT a privilege was enjoyed by that
little group of shepherds on those
Judean hills that memorable night!
"Unto you is born this day—a Saviour."
Did ever a more glorious message fall upon the ears of men? Did ever a more significant event occur in the annals of earth's
history ?
"This day." What a great day! What a
day pregnant with good, and with redemptive provisions for lost mankind. The
Lamb Who was to become the Redeemer
had been slain "from the foundation of the
world"; the promise of His coming had
been given following the fall; the sacrifices carried out for many centuries during
the old dispensation were types of the true
sacrifice which was to come; and now, "in
• the fullness of time" the day had come,
"this day," in which God sent forth His
Son. What a day this must have been iri
the courts of glory! All heaven must have
shared in the mighty rejoicing. What a
day it is for us to hold in memorium and
in thankful contemplation!

W

Who was this Child, that was born? "A
Saviour, which Is Christ the Lord." What
a claim! Surely, here we have, from no
less a personage than a messenger from
heaven itself, the confirmation and authentication of the person and work of Christ.
There would be no way to evade the significance of this statement, except to deny
that the heavenly messenger appeared, or
that these words were spoken.
This divine identity of Christ and His
mission as Redeemer are abundantly confirmed throughout the entire record of His
life, and this was the truth on which the
early church was founded. Did not the
angel tell Mary that, "He shall save His
people from their sins?" Did not Jesus,
Himself, say that, "God so loved the world
that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life"? Did He
not, just before His crucifixion, take the
cup and say, "This is my blood which is
shed for you" ? Did not the apostle declare
that He "bare our sins in his own body
on the tree"? And when the question is
asked, "What must I do to be saved," the
answer is, "Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ, and thou shalt be saved."
In the light ,of this overwhelming Scriptural evidence as to Who Christ was and
why He came, how can it be possible that
a well-known liberal preacher of our day
could say, that he knows of no intellectual
minister who believes longer in the oldfashioned doctrine of substitutionary atonement! May we never lose the blessed
reality of this fundamental doctrine; and
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at this season, when the birth of the Christ
child is uppermost in our thoughts, may
we be inspired anew with the realization
that He came to earth as none other than
the Son of God, and that His mission was
nothing less than to become the Saviour of

445

the world, through the atonement which
he effected on Calvary's cross.
• Another thing which we find especially
interesting in this proclamation of the
angel, is the designation as to whom the
Christ child was born. Mary had just given
birth to this child. Certainly He was born
to her. But the angel was speaking to the
shepherds, and he said, "To you Is born."
What significance is implied in t h a t
phrase."
It is interesting, of course, that God saw
fit to announce this momentous event,
ushering in the culmination of His redemptive plan, to humble shepherds. Was this
because He knew they would believe it?
and because He knew they would tell others
about it?
And when the announcement was made,
the angel did not say, "Unto Mary is born,"
but "Unto you is born." Physically, yes,
Jesus was born to Mary; but spiritually
and In His redemptive relation, He is born
to us. How thrilled our hearts should be
to realize that God gave His Son to the
world, to become the Saviour of "whosoever" would believe on Him.
(Continued on page sixteen)

God Hath Spoken
Edward
The apostle Paul in a most convincing
manner argues the superiority of Christ
and His redemptive plan over that of the
Mosaic covenant. In Paul's letter to the
Hebrews he introduces these claims by
pointing out that God at sundry times and
in divers manners spoke in times past unto
the fathers by the prophets, but in this dispensation He hath chosen to reveal to us
His person and attributes through His Son.
Just as divinity transcends humanity, so
God's revelation of himself in Christ is far
more perfect than given to us in past dispensations.
One naturally asks this question at this
season of the year, "Why did God choose
to send His Son to earth by way of the
Virgin Birth." God could have sent Jesus
some other way, as it seems that He did to
the patriarchs. But the Son of God condescended to the most humble level of
mankind and came into the world even as
we did. The miraculous conception and
Virgin Birth of our Christ is indeed a great
mystery. Isaiah 9:6 says, "For unto us a
child is born, unto us a son is given." We
cannot answer the question why Christ
came this way? But we can rejoice that
God hath spoken to us by His Son. Christ
has come and we can joyfully say with the
poet:

Gilmore
So this is why we have this glorious Christmas day,
Because our Saviour came to bear our sins
away."
God was distinctly heard in that quiet,
peaceful town of Bethlehem. The shepherds heard the angelic announcement of
the advent of Jesus. The wise men understood God's message as given by the Star.
Perhaps the Virgin Mary heard and understood the message of God the best of all.
There were many, it is true, who did not
believe that God had spoken, and His message was rejected by many Scribes and
Pharisees of that day, but thru it all the
glorious light from heaven continued to
shine.

We are nearly two thousand years from
the birth of Jesus, but men and women can
still hear His voice. At this Christmas season, may we again give audience to our
Christ. Amidst all the bustle and excitement of our family festivals and Christmas
exercises, let us listen to the whispers of
Jesus our Saviour. Surrounded as we are
with temporal blessings in abundance, let
us not forget the hungry and discouraged
folk of Europe. The Prince of peace is the
only one who can give happiness and tranquility to a disturbed civilization. May
we as Christians sincerely pray and give,
"Yes glory be to God, His mercy was so that the God who hath spoken may be
great,
He promised then and there, to save us heard thru our presentation of the blessed
Christ.—Lowbanks, Ontario,
from our fate,
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Wrapped In Swaddling Clothes
Charlie B. Byers
A radio message given over station
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa., Sunday, December 19, 1948.
UR meditation for the morning is cenO
tered around a portion of scripture
found in Luke, the second chapter and the
seventh verse. And these are the words,
"She brought forth her first born son,
wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid
him in a manger." Note these words in
particular — "wrapped him in swaddling
clothes."
Christmas morning dawns to thousands
and millions as a jubilant and festive day.
Whether men live in a mansion or dwell in
a cottage, on streets and lanes of our cities
or in the valleys and mountains of the
country side, blessings come to all men
everywhere on this Holy Day. Many boys
and girls are wild with excitement, and
thrill with the joy of opening the boxes and
packages that have come to them from their
friends and loved ones, all wrapped in
tinsel, fringed wreath and holly covered
paper, bound together by cheery cords of
blue, green and red.
But we behold God's love gift to men
wrapped in simple, plain swaddling clothes,
born in a stable, lying in a manger. His
birth so lowly and His family so humble
that the rushing world around never even
knew nor perceived that He had come. The
world was much more concerned about the
recent taxing laid by Caesar Augustus and
the surging crowds than they were about
the coming of the Messiah. So there was
no room for him in the inn, for men of
greater prominence and honor had filled
the inn. And thus the beloved mother and
Joseph shut out, retired to the stable, and
the Christ child was born, and the star of
David shone forth.
Wise men from afar behold the star and
came to worship. The humble and lowly
shepherds out under the open heavens on
yonder hillside, in amazement, heard the
angelic chorus singing the good news, and
they came to behold. But so far as the
world in general was concerned, they never
perceived that God's love gift had come to
the world that dark night. Oh, how few
knew that here in this stable in a manger
was lying the wonderful one, the Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting
Father, the Prince of Peace, the King of
Glory.
And so it seems to us today, that while
the world sends greetings and presents,
lights candles, rings bells, sings carols, and
hangs holly, only a few comprehend the
magnitude of this gift that God has given
•o men. The truth is, all too many don't

even know why we celebrate the day; there
is so much talk about a Santa Claus and
St. Nicholas and other myths, that the real
purpose of observing this day is forgotten,
just as much as Mary and Joseph were forgotten in the city of David. And just in
case, boys and girls, no one has ever told
you why we Christians celebrate Christmas,
let me tell you it is because on this day
God gave His love gift to men—Christ in
a manger wrapped in swaddling clothes.
And this is the reason we send love gifts
one to another.
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"Ana she 'brought forth her first t o r n •••
son, wrapped him in swaddling clothes, y
and laid him in a manger."
y

Of course all this verifies the Prophets.
Isaiah says in speaking about the Christ,
"He hath no form nor comeliness, and when
we shall see him there is no beauty that
we should desire him." Yet of this Christ
poets sing, ministers preach, editors write,
and saints adore; but it seems to fall on
ears so deafened by the world's din, that it
reminds one of the words of Jesus, "having ears they hear not." Yet the fact still
remains that to receive and know this Gift
of God is to love Him. The reason not more
love and adore this Gift is because so few
comprehend the worth, the value and magnitude of this great incarnate Son. Yes, to
know Him is to love Him. It reminds me
that some years ago in my evangelistic
work I was entertained very courteously in
a home of moderate and ordinary circumstances. The father and mother were of
humble means and ordinary abilities. But
after I had stayed in the home for several
weeks and learned to know that father and
mother and enjoyed their sincere hospitality and their deep rich Christian experience, I wrote in my diary about the father
these words, "To know him is to love him."
And this is so true about the Christ. Folk,
to know Him is to love Him. And as we
receive Him into our hearts and homes. He
brings joy and blessing intg our lives. John
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says, "He came unto His own, and His
own received Him not, but as many as received Him," (and I would like to put
great emphasis on those words) "as many
as received Him, to them gave he the power
to become the sons of God, even to them
that believe on his name." Oh! Praise the
Lord.
Jerusalem missed the blessings that the
Messiah would have given it so lavishly,
and toward the close of His ministry He
lifted up His eyes over this impoverished
city and said, "Oh, Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
thou that killest the prophets, and stonest
them that are sent unto thee, how often
would I have gathered thee together as a
hen doth gather her chickens under her
wings, but ye would not." Oh, what a
tragedy—they would not receive the Christ
and they could not have the blessings that
He wanted to bring.
While this was true of Jerusalem, yet
there was a little home over in Bethany
where Mary, Martha and Lazarus dwelt.
Here Christ often retired when wearied with
His journeys. This home opened its door
and received Him, and to this humble abode
He brought manifold blessings, even to
raising the brother from the dead. Jerusalem closed her heart and missed the
blessing, while Mary and Martha and Lazarus opened their hearts and their home
and received the blessing. So with this
Gift of God wrapped in swaddling clothes,
lying in a manger. It must be received into
our hearts, and our doors must be flung
widely open to the Christ, if we wish to
enjoy the blessing that He would bring.
Take Herod for instance. He would have
liked so badly to have seen Christ perform
a miracle, and yet he never saw it, because
he would never open his heart to the Christ.
But the humble fishermen down by the seaside, and the blind man by the wayside, the
poor cripple by Bethesda's pool, and the
withered and the maimed saw Him perform
miracles, and felt His power, because as
Christ passed by they opened their hearts
to Him and received Him. And so with us.
We may hear about the Gift, sing about it,
and know that angels adore Him, but we
never receive His blessings unless we fling
widely open our heart's door and let Him
in. Oh, Friend, let Him in today!
One thing that makes us appreciate the
gifts that we receive from our friends is the
fact that they have given to us the thing
we wanted and needed most. Well this is
exactly what you'll find in this love gift
of God to men. It just fits our needs. I
read over here in John 10:10, "I am come
that ye might have life and that ye might
have it more abundantly." Now what did
the human family need more than life.
Bruised by the fall, cursed by sin. and forever sentenced to die. And here in God's
gift to us we find one to take our place.
(Continued on page sixteen)
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"The Real Spirit of Christmas
B. E.
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Thuma

"Glory to God in the highest and on
earth peace, good will toward men." Luke
2:14.
" / pray that Christ may'dwell in your
hearts by faith." Eph. 3:17.
s we approach this season of the year,
we hear much about the Christmas
spirit. In order to fully enjoy this great
Christian holiday of Christmas, we seek the
true meaning of this gracious time. However, to catch the real spirit of Christmas
is not easy. We are so stolid, so secular, so
materialistic in our thinking. That which
many consider the spirit of Christmas is
merely a poor imitation of it or it may be
an altogether false and harmful conception.
First let us consider some popular attitudes concerning Christmas. A common
worldly viewpoint seems to be the spirit of
excess. Christmas is celebrated by indulging in the use of spirits or liquor to lift the
spirit. They want to feel happy, light
hearted and gay—to forget their troubles
and remove all inhibitions. It is easy to
be drawn into this spirit of excess in our
eating, almost before we are aware of it.
This spirit of excess is certainly not the
real spirit of Christmas.
In many homes it has become an established custom for all the members of the
family to return home at Christmas time.
Much elaborate planning may go into the
preparations for this occasion. At last the
festive board is ready and we may gather
round the well filled table and enjoy the
natural feast. This type of celebration is
good in its place, but the spirit of Christmas is much more than the spirit of festiv-

A

The giving and receiving of gifts alone
will not bring us the true Christmas spirit.
Recent years have witnessed a great volume
of business during the holiday period. This
increased commercialism does not guarantee that the real Christmas spirit is more
prevalent. The real spirit lies deeper than
any material thing.
From childhood we have heard the story
of the birth of Jesus. We are able to relate
in detail the physical events of the Nativity.
We think of the shepherds keeping watch
over their flocks by night. We hear the
message of the angels, "Fear not, for behold I bring you good tidings of great
joy, which shall be to all people. For unto
you is born this day in the city of David
a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord." We
travel with the wise men across desert and
plain — following the Star — until at last
they find the object of their quest, then
they kneel down and worship Him, presenting their costly gifts.
These physical events concerning His
birth have inspired untold numbers of

,
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artists, authors, sculptors and musicians. In
the field of art, one subject, "The Madonna
and Child" has been painted by a number
of different artists. Do we enjoy the simple Christmas carols? Think how they teli
us the story of His birth in such an inspiring manner and how our music would be
changed if Christ had not come as a babe
in a manger. Indeed His coming has been
a fertile source of subject and inspiration
to the musicians of all ages. Even the lovely and imaginative legends and traditions
that have been handed down to us concern-
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ing Christmas touch a very tender chord in
' our hearts. Some have called this physical
side of the coming of Jesus, with all its
accompanying enjoyments the Christmas of
the eye and the ear. Yes, the Christmas of
the eye and the ear does much to enable us
to enjoy Christmas, it helps us to catch the
meaning and reality of Christmas but there
is yet a deeper meaning to Christmas.
We may experience the Christmas of the
eye and the ear, but have we experienced
the Christmas of the heart?
Our text says, "I pray that Christ may
make his home in your hearts through your
faith." Through our personal acceptance
of Christ as our Saviour, our sin burden is
rolled away and He comes in to abide.
Have you received the real "Christmas
Gift"? Do you have an inner personal
awareness of the presence of Jesus Christ?
When Christ is born anew in our hearts,
Christmas means just that, and we have the
real Christmas spirit.
(Continued on page sixteen)

The Star of Hope
C. N. Hostetter,
"When they saw the star, they rejoiced
with exceeding great joy." Matt. 2:10.
N Phillips Brooks' Christmas carol, " 0
Little Town of Bethlehem," appears the
line, "The hopes—of all the years, are met
in thee to-night." How significant is that
expression! The one who was born in
Bethlehem brought hope to a world that
was well nigh hopeless.

I

The Hebrew people held tenaciously to
their Messianic hope that reached back for
its basis to the days of the patriarchs. They
cherished the promise that the seed of the
woman should bruise the serpent's head.
To Abraham God had said, "In thee (in
thy seed) shall all families of the earth be
blessed." As the patriarch Jacob lay dying
he said, "The sceptre shall not depart from
Judah until Shiloh come."

Jr.

cent "What is t r u t h ? " Socrates, one among
many of these seekers, sighed, " 0 that
someone would arise to show us God!"
The hunger for light and the longing
for hope was illustrated by the Zoarastrian
worshippers of Persia—the wise men of the
east. They had organized watchers to keep
vigil looking for the great light—the star
of hope. The star above Bethlehem was
the answer and "When they saw the star
they rejoiced with exceeding great joy."
That star was a Star of Hope because:
This new born babe would be a Saviour.
He would bring forgiveness to the guilt
stricken conscience. He would bring peace
to the troubled breast. Forgiveness of sins
and cleansing from sin would provide for
men freedom and joy, rest and peace. This
brought hope to the Jew who had remembrance of sin again every year and to the
Gentile who had found no fountain of
cleansing.

Balaam prophecied "There shall come a
star out of Jacob and a sceptre shall rise
out of Israel." Moses said, "A prophet
shall the Lord your God raise up like unto
me." Isaiah looked down through the centuries and declared "Unto us a child is
born—and His name shall be called Wonderful—the Prince of Peace." This coming
One was also to serve "for a light to the
Gentiles."

This new born babe would bring God to
man. One of his many names was Emmanuel—meaning "God with us." God had
been sought by pagan worshippers through
the centuries. Now through the incarnation
God came to earth seeking to make himself
known and to reestablish communion with
men.

The Gentiles were more hopeless than
were the Jews. The pagan lamps of learning and culture had burned up and then
burned down again, but the darkness still
remained. Greek culture had brought man
to the threshold of truth, but the question
was still being pressed with pessemistic ac-

This new born babe was a king coming
to establish a new kingdom. This kingdom
would be characterized by "righteousness,
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." This
new kingdom would differ vastly from the
kingdom which dominated the western
(Continued on page seventeen)
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ed by their lives that they have forgotten
•Christ and His standards. Their thoughts
are impure. Their breath is impure. Their
C. Sheffer
fingers are impure. Their actions are impure. Their bodies are impure. Many are
But the reality which moves us with
physical wrecks and why? The answer is
sadness is the fact that men have accepted
plain. They have forgotten Christ.
the blessings of the World Redeemer but
Again, Christ's standard in the realm of
have forgotten Him. And today the world
is morally condemned because of The For- the material is plain and legible. By way
of example He says, "Take heed and begotten Wise Man.
Is Christ forgotten? Is this One whom ware of coveteousness, for a man's life
the prophet spoke of as being the Wonder- consisteth not in the abundance of the
ful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Ever- things which he possesseth." "Labor not
lasting Father, the Prince of Peace (Isa. for the meat which perisheth." "Lay not up
9:6) dormant in men's thinking? Is He, For yourselves treasures on earth." "Give
who is the King Eternal, Immortal, Invis- to him that asketh thee, and from him that
ible, (I Tim. 1:17) no longer recognized a; would borrow of thee turn not thou away."
the God Child, the Saviour of the world? "If thine enemy hunger feed him, if he
Yes, He is forgotten, and what a blighting thirst give him drink." "Do unto others as
influence on the Physical, Material, Social you wish to be done by." But man's nature
has ever revolted against the golden rule
and Spiritual life of the World.
and the Material Standards of Christ, an I
Christ's life and teachings standardize!
his love for money and his greed and selthe will and purpose of God for humanity
fishness have long since proved to society
to live an unselfish, harmonious unconthat he has forgotten Christ and lives only
demned life, but man's failure to remember
for time and self.
Christ's standards has produced selfish living, immorality, bloodshed and spiritual
Then there are Christ's Social Standards
anarchy.
and if there ever was a day when society
Think of Christ's standards in the realm needed a lift on her standards of Morality,
of physical life—what plainer language Sobriety and Home Building, it is today.
could one hear than the words "Keep thy- Surely the Wise Men who delivered our
self pure." "Touch not the unclean." "Be world from the King of Sin knew all too
not drunk with wine." But men have prov(Continued on page seventeen)

The Forgotten Wise Man
George
HERE was a little city, and few men within it; and there came a great king
against it, and besieged it and built great
bulwarks against it.

T

Now there was found in it a poor wise
man, and he by his wisdom delivered the
city; yet no man remembered that same
poor man. Ecclesiastes 9:14, 15.
The picture of ingratitude and inhumanity as portrayed by the "Preacher" in this
account is not just a view of degenerate
man of recent years but a revelation of the
impaired condition of man's mentality following the fall in the Garden of Eden. For
ever since man's degeneration in the Garden he has never had a proper concept of
true values. As Adam threw away the Eternal for the Questionable, so man has ever
disgraced the "Proper" because of his own
selfishness.
Think of such a moral as our text declares,—A City Besieged by an aggresive
enemy and defied by an arrangement of
mechanical fortifications, yet by the wisdom and strategy of a poor man the fortifications were destroyed and the besiegment rendered inactive, but the accomplishment .received no recognition and the
strategist was soon forgotten. What a commentary on man's inhumanity and ingratitude. Unappreciative of true value, they
accept victory and freedom and forget the
Giver.
How vividly this portrays the moral
status of the world relative to the greatest
accomplishment of all time. Think of the
City of Eden, the center of a great universe, the foundation of all society, the
realm of freedom and liberty, the perspective of Idealism in human morals and motives, the claim of a righteous Creator besieged by a wilful enemy who by bulwarks
of deception, diplomacy, subtility a n d
friendship subdued the city thwarting the
purpose of man's creator and left the inhabitants succumbed to bondage and death.
But from among the inhabitants of a besieged and shackled society there arose a
moral strategist who by his wisdom and
strategy provided a deliverance, yet failed
to receive recognition for the same.
Yes, that is a picture of the fall of man,
the love of Christ, and the ingratitude of a
soul. Man sinned and the world became
spiritually lost, but God so loved the world
that he gave his only begotten son that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish but have everlasting life. And that little bundle that was found one Christmas
morning in a poor humble stable in Bethlehem was the Wise Man who by the strategy
of His Cross delivered the world from the
curse and power of the King of Sin.

Dear Little Babe
Fannie E.

Davidson

How Thou didst, care for the human race,
Fallen from high estate,
Fast in, the clutches of Satan's hordes
Hearts filled with self and hate.
Still Thou didst see in everyone,
Something like Unto Thee,
Man in Thy image, so depraved,
Thou in compassion would free.
There in the stable of Bethlehem,
Thou as a baby small,
Entered a world of sin and woe,
Heeding the hearts deep call;
High in the heavens angels sang,
Knowing redemption s plan,
Lay in that helpless tvny mite,
Seed of a chosen clan.
Dear little Babe of Bethlehem,
Shepherds
on hillside came with haste,
Precious and holy Thou art,
Garbed in the humblest way,
Giving Thy all, a sacrifice,
Wise men from far in splendor come,
Gratefully teardrops start.
Kingly their gifts that day;
Wondrous the love that brought Thee here, Meeting together by Thy side,
Members of rich and poor,
Leaving Thy heavenly home.
Tired of the world's tawdry show,
Where all was perfect, clean and pure,
Seeking in Thee, a cure.
Splendor from dome to dome;
Dear little Babe in Bethlehem,
Far from the Father, so beloved,
Hope of a world gone mad,
Far from the streets of gold,
Soon Thou art coming to earth again,
Joyful are we, and glad.
Down to the highways and byways of mien,
That Thou might Life unfold.
-—Upland, California.
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With Christ At Work
O

Jesus

Provides

Jesus was with this vast crowd in a
desert place. It was out in the open spaces.
No eating houses nor night shelter for several miles in that place. Jesus had busily
occupied the day in his fascinating teaching and healing, and the crowds being deeply wrapped in interest forgot or didn't care
about the lateness of the day. How time
flies in fellowship with Jesus. But the disciples feeling something ought to be done
about it, suggested to Jesus that He send
them aWay to provide for food and shelter.
Men in their natural lives are in a desert
barren, dry and far from food and shelter.
Their inarticulate minor yawnings and
groanings tell us plainly they need heavenly food and shelter. Then there are some
irresponsible religionists who would have
the hungry people go to the husks of the
world, the social club, the trimmings of
the flesh for food.
But Jesus said to them, "They need not
depart, give ye them to eat." How optimistic. He asked them to be seated in
groups of fifty. Think of it at least one
hundred fifties. 0 , some one says, "Why
not line them up and pass by." Remember,
this is no Sunday School picnic, or popular
convention. Jesus evidently didn't believe
in pushing, crowding, stepping on each other, etc. Perhaps He would teach patience,
and orderliness—how suggestive. It may
be a mere by-product yet it was in the way
in which He plans to provide. There are
often minor conditions which we are prone
to dispise that seem to determine His success in and through us. Jesus provides from
that negligible lunch of one of the lads.
What feed this vast crowd with that han'l
full, of few loaves and fishes? Foolish.
Jesus

Multiplies

When the disciples said this mere pittance is nothing, He said it is enough have
all the people seated. May be this order
staggered their faith, but they could not
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He takes what we have. He does not ask
• for quantity. He wants all we have although it is small. He takes the seemingly
insignificant, the least esteemed, the talent
so easily covered up, and uses it.

B. M. Books
N two different occasions Jesus miraculously fed a great multitude. While
His interest in the people was always and
primarily spiritual, yet when a physical
need intercepted, or an emergency broke
across His path, He stopped and disposed
of it. And then, of course, made it a vehicle to serve a higher and loftier end.
This was one of those times. From it He
drew the beautiful lesson and teaching on
the true bread from Heaven.
But for the present meditation we want
to consider such lessons as this simple narrative suggests. There are three parts to it.
Jesus provides, He multiplies, and He satisfies.

(9)

He looks up and blesses it. He presents
it to God for heaven's blessing on it, to
hallow it. Oh, no human mind can perdict
what that little will do when heaven smiles
on it. How God loads it with beauty, fulness, power and fitness no one can tell.

draw back. His surprises were the usual
order of the day.
How common it is for us to despise the
small talent, small opportunity, limited
background, common family stock, etc.;
yet the disciples did as He said. And we
ought to do as He says. Here we may raise
a serious question whether Jesus would or
could have done such a work had the disciples failed to cooperate.
Now Jesus proceeded: He took, blessed,
break and gave.

He breaks it. Why must He break it?
Hear me! in order to divide it. Our lives
must be broken, taken apart, so that they
may be spread out for others. In popular education we hear much of sharing
life's experiences, sharing of ourselves.
This is exactly what Jesus proved to us. It
is a breaking of ourselves to be relived in
others, or more properly God living thru
us in others.
He gave to the disciples. Then the disciples gave to the multitudes. Have you
watched how Jesus gave and gave; then the
disciples gave and gave and gave; they
(Continued on page seventeen)

"How Precious To Believe!"
Edwin Raymond
o BELIEVERS who were passing through a
time of fire and of trial, the apostle
penned a statement to strike a chord of
praise in the heart, and to turn it upward
from things of earth to a gracious and living Lord. Wrote he, "Unto you therefore
which believe He is precious" (I Pet. 2 : 7 ) .
Upon the earth there might be battle, but
with belief in the heart, there is the preciousness of the precious Lord to more
than make up for the heat and the burden
of the way. Against the perils of an antagonistic world there may be set the preciousness of the adorable Lord. Pilgrims
and strangers to things down here, even
while passing through the thick and the
midst, they would yet have the better portion, for they were for Christ as well as in
Christ. There was faith and there was fellowship. They were not only saved from
sin, but also, they were saved for a Saviour.
With the darkness passed, there would be
the greater appreciation of the Light as
veil as the Life which had been purchased
and provided by Himself.

T

At least, these things were real to the
apostle. One could not say that the world
was not real to such a one as Simon Peter!
But there is no need to dwell upon his
stumblings and shortcomings, for this dear
man is only a picture of ourselves. And
for him, the Lord Jesus was real. He was
vital, He was precious. There was a holy
fellowship and a blessed communion. Perhaps he had failed the Lord, but then, the

Anderson

Lord had not failed him, and that is by
ever and far, the better story. And those
very failures have led to the deeper fellowship,' for there had been a deeper
cleansing which had led to more divine
communion . . .
These things were real to the saints of
early days. Without the sense of a living
and real and precious Lord, without the
sense of One Who was more real to them
than they were to themselves, there could
be no sense of explaining the depth and
the fervour of their Christian walk and
welfare and warfare and winning. These
saints were in living, throbbing life-touch
with the Man of Calvary. Theirs was a
faith which was spelled with a capital
" F " and did not require any devious tracing "through the original Greek" for proving thereof! There were trials and there
were testings and there were multiplied
tribulations, for they lived in no religious
"never-never land," and "the church of the
heavenly rest" had not yet been dreamed
up. But the reality of these things was no
match for the reality of the Lord to the
whole breath and sum and total of their
lives. They were the paradox of their times
and the despair of the clever religion of the
hour. But it was a day for a real Christ
and a real faith, and there could be nothing less. There was a holy liberty for they
were fully surrendered unto His sovereign
claiming. "Unto you therefore which be(Continued on page sixteen)
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in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Main office: Elizabethtown, Pa.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7836.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa.. Bro. Clarence
W. Herr, Steward, and Sr. Susan Herr,
Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth Schradley.
Benlah College, Upland, California.
Dr. Jesse F. Lady, President.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas. Oklahoma.
Eld. Ira H. Engle, President.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham. Pa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Ontario Bible School, Fort Erie, North, Ont.
Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.

General Superintendent: Bishop A. D. M. Dick
and Sister Dick, Saharsa, O. & T. Ry„ India.
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O. & T. Ry., Bhagalpur District, India. Sr. Anna Steckley; Sr.
Leora Toder, Sr. Shirley Bitner; Sr. Erma
Hare; Bishop and Sr. A. D. M. Dick.
Madhipura Mission: Madhipura. O. & T. Bhagalpur District, India. Sr. M. Effle Rohrer;
Sr. Beulah Arnold.
Barjora Mission: Barjora, P. O. Tribenigunj,
via Murligunj, A. B. Ry., District Bhagalpur,
India. Eld. and Sr. William Hoke; Sr. Emma
Rosenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House, Monghyr,
E. I. Ry.,Missionaries
District Monghyr,
India. Eld. and
on Furlough
Sr.
Eld. George
& Mrs.Paulus.
Charles Eshelman, Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Eld. and Mrs. Charles Engle, Jonestown, Pa.,
R. R. 1, c.o. Alfred Crider.
Sr. F. Mabel Frey, 256 F. St., Upland, Calif.
Eld. & Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey, R. R. 3,
Troy, Ohio.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Eld. & Sr. W. O. Winger, Grantham. Pa.
Eld. and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter, 338 N. 6th
Ave., Upland, Calif.
Sr. Mary Brenaman, West Milton, Ohio, c.o.
H. W. Hoke.
Elder & Mrs. J. Paul George, R. 1, Troy,
Ohio, c.o. Harold Rohrer.
Sr. Edna E. Lehman, R. R. 3, York, Pa.,
c.o. O. D. Lehman.

Treasurers of the Different Boards

HOME MISSIONS
City Missions

Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West Milton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. D. Heise,
Gormley, Ontario.
Foreign Mansion Board: Carl J. TJlery, 1SS2
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
Treat.: Wm. Charlton. StevenavilU, Ontario.

Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona,
Penna. (Residence—-1008 Rose Hill Drive)
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley Street, Buffalo 13,
N. Y., Phone GRant 7T0«, Arthur and Wilma
Musser; Anna Henry; Anne Wyld.

Christian Fellowship Mission, 370 First St.
S. E . Massillon. Ohio; Phone 4169. EH H.
and Lydia Hostetler; Doris Rohrer; Edith
Davidson.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor Street, Dayton,
Ohio, William and Evelyn Engle, Mary
Brandt.
God's l o v e Mission, 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
26, Michigan, Residence 3986 Humboldt
Detroit 8, Telephone, Tyler 5-1470, Harrv
Hock, Supt.; Catherine Hock; Mary Sentz;
Leora Kanode; Ruth Heisey.
l i f e Dine Gospel Mission, 224 Sixth St., San
Francisco 3, Calif., Mission Home 311 Scott
St. Zone 17. Telephone, UNderhill 1-4820
Eli, Jr. and Leona Hostetler; Evelyn Frysinger; Erma Hoke.
Messiah lighthouse Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg. Penna. Joel E. and Faithe Carlson: Anna Mary Rover: Anna E. Wolgemuth.
Mildred Winger. Phone 26488.
Orlando Mission, 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla
Telephone 4312, Charles and Myrtle Nye;
Docia Calhoun.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. Second Street
Philadelphia, Penna. William and Anna
Rosenberry; Anita Brechbill; Alice Romberger.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, P a , Harold and Alice
Wolgemuth.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth Street, E. Welland, Ont., Pearl Jones; Pauline Hess. Phone
3192.
Rural Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Penna.
Hayden Walls, Pastor; Beulah Lehman,
Florence Faus.
Bloomfield, New Mexico, c o . Blanco Trading
Post, Lynn and Elinor Nicholson; Rosa
Eyster.
Houghton Mission, R. R. 1, Tillsonburg, Ont.
Phone—Glenmeyer 22rl4. Thomas and Marjorie Whiteside, Myrtle and Ruth Steckley,
Luella Heise.
Frogmore—Alonzo Vannatter, pastor.
Houghton Center and Walsingham — T.
Whiteside, pastor.
Kentucky—Bishop Wilbur Snider, Supt., Address, Office of the Superintendent, Brethren
in Christ Work, Garlin, Ky.
Fairview (Ella, Ky.) Esther Ebersole; Esther Greenawalt.
Knifley (Knifley, Ky.) Irvin and Dorothy
Kanode; Mary Heisey, Nurse.
Garlin (Garlin, Ky.) Robert and Edna Wengerd, Ida Lou Hane; Elizabeth Hess,
Nurse.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, Earl and Ellen Brechbill.
Carroll and Pulaski County, Alllsonia, Virginia
Paul Wolgemuth, Supt., Ruth Wolgemuth;
RADIO BROADCASTS
C.K.P.C., Brantford, Ontario
1380 Kcs.
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each Sunday 2:00—2:30 P. M.
W.M.P.C., Lapeer, Mich.
1260 Kcs.
First Thursday of every month
12:15-1:15 P. M.
Every Tuesday—transcription
3:30 P. M.-3:45 P. M.
K.O.C.S., Ontario, Calif. 1610 Kcs.
"Morning Melodies"
Each Sunday
10:00 A. M.-10:15 A. M.
W.C.H.A., Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday
7:30 8:00 A. M.
W.C.H.A., Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M.
W.N.A.R., Norristown, Pa.
1110 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M.
W.L.B.R., Lebanon, Pa.
1270 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday
12:35—1:00 P. M.
W.A.N.D., Canton Ohio
900 Kcs
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Each Sunday
12:16-1:00 P. M.
W. P. F. B., Mlddletown, Ohio
910 Kcs.
"Goapel Lighthouse Hour"
Bach Sunday 8:00 - 1:10 A. M.
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EVANGELISTIC SLATES

FROM THE EXAMINING BOARD

Not In Vain

Cassopolis, Mich
Jan. 30-Feb. 13
Evangelist, Bishop Henry A. Ginder
Cedar Grove, Pa
Jan. 2-16
Evangelist, Eld. Isaac S. Kanode
Centre Hall, Pa
Jan. 18-20
Evangelist, Elder Marshall Winger
Dallas Center, Iowa
Jan. 2-16
Evangelist, Eld. Allen Brubaker
Free Grace (Millersburg, Pa.)
Jan. 3-18
Evangelist, Eld. Marshall Winger
Manheim, Pa
:
Jan. 9-23
Evangelist, Eld. Percy Cassel
Mechanicsburg, Pa
Jan. 2
Evangelist, Bishop E. J. Swalm
Millersburg, Pa
Jan. 3-16
Evangelist, Elder Marshall Winger
Ontario Bible School
Feb. 20-27
Evangelist, Bishop Henry A. Ginder
St. Thomas, Ontario
Feb. 6-20
Evangelist, Elder Marshall Winger

We are very sorry to give notice that
there are quite a few delinquent officials
whose Examination Papers have not reached
us. There are a few bishops, quite a number of ministers and deacons and a few
licensed ministers who have not returned
their papers.
We request that all bishops find their
delinquent officials and send in their papers
as soon as possible. We should have our records cleared before next General Conference

If "my meat is to do the will of Him that
sent me, and to finish His work"; if this be
the main business of the child of God, h
matters not what or where he is, he will be
a preacher of Christ, not perhaps by gift
and office, but by example in daily life;
and in the day of the Lord it will be abundantly manifested that no such one has
lived in vain.—R. C. Chapman.

NEW BOOK OF TOPICS

Signed:

Henry Schneider,
Secretary

BIBLE CONFERENCE
The Thirty-fifth Annual Bible Conference
of the Iowa-South Dakota District of the
Brethren in Christ will convene Saturday,
January 1, 1949.

The 1949 edition of topics for Young People's Meetings, CHRISTIAN LIFE BIBLE
STUDIES, is now available. This is a splendid collection of suggestions for regular
and special services. Order your copies now.
Secure from the Christian Light Press Book
Stores, Elizabethtown, Pa., Chambersburg,
Pa., and Nappanee, Indiana. Single copies
50c, 10 or more copies, 45c each.

Speakers at this convention will include,
S. W. Marshall, H. W. Landis, Samuel Lady,
Allen Brubaker, Elmo Alleman, S. W. Landis
and John Keller.
All are invited to this all-day service. A
basket lunch will be served.

BIBLE CONFERENCE AT E'TOWN

FREED—Doris Jane came to bless the home
of Bro. and Sr. Donald Freed, Grantham, Pa.,
on October 29, 1948. Sister Freed was the
former Ruth Cain of Chicago.

Births
The first Annual Bible Conference at the
Elizabethtown Brethren in Christ Church
will be-held over the New Year's season,
December 31 - January 2. The conference
will begin with a Watch Night Service on
Friday evening and be followed by sessions
on Saturday afternoon and evening, and all
day Sunday.
Guest speakers for the occasion will include John Martin, Wesley Martin, John
Rosenberry, E. J. Swalm, Jacob T. Ginder
and Henry A. Ginder.
A general invitation is extended.
BEULAH TO DEDICATE BUILDINGS
Beulah College, Upland, California, has
announced plans for the dedication of eight
new buildings of the extensive new extension
to her campus on February 4, 5, 6, 1949.
Visiting speakers will include Eld. R. H.
Wenger, Bishop E. J. Swalm and Bishop C.
N. Hostetter, Jr.
Plans are being made to entertain many
brethren from the East and Middle West.
CORRECTION
To the readers of the Evangelical Visitor:
Attention is hereby called to an oversight
in the 1948 edition of the Handbook of Missions, Page 55.
I am not able to explain how this oversight has occurred, but regret that the
names of Eld. and Sr. George E. Paulus do
not appear in the India list of Missionaries.
I suggest that you insert in your cony
their names and address as follows: Eld.
and Sr. George E. Paulus, Monghyr Mission,
Monghyr E. I. Ry., District, Monghyr, India.

•

Irvin W. Musser, Secretary
Foreign Mission Board

HOSTETTER—Born to Millard and Florence
(Shutter) Hostetter of Hope, Kansas, a daughter, Julie Louine, on April 13.
STAYMAN—On November 10, a son, Nelson
Eugene, came to bless the home of Bro. and
Sr. Roy Stayman of Shippensburg, Pa.
M E I J I I I N & E R — O n December 1, Barry Eugene
was born to Mr. and Mrs. John Mellinger of
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania.
WENG-ERD — A daughter, Priscilla Grace,
came to bless the home of Bro. arid Sr. Robert
D. Wengerd, Garlin, Ky., on November 23.

Weddings
SHUEY-WAIKEK—On Saturday afternoon,
August 7, at 2:00 o'clock at the home of Bro.
and Sr. Merion Walker of Centre Hall, Pa.
their daughter, Gladys May became the bride
of George Henry Shuey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Shuey of Bellefonte, Pa.
The ceremony was performed by the bride's
pastor, Eld. Stephen W. Heisey in the presence
of relatives and friends.
May God's blessing attend them through
life.
REBCAY-GTTTSHALI, — On October 15, at
7:00 o'clock in the evening, there occured the
marriage of Sr. Edith Gutshall, daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Reuben Gutshall of Newville, Pa.,
to Bro. William Redcay, formerly of Lancaster
county.
The ceremony was conducted in the Green
Spring Church in the presence of a large group
of friends and relatives.
Eld. Elwood Flewelling officiated.
TRI-COUNTY YOUTH CONFERENCE
The Youth Conference of the Tri-County
Young People's Society of Southern Ohio
will convene a t the Highland Brethren in
Christ Church near West Milton, Ohio, Friday evening, December 31 and all day Saturday, January 1.

Obituaries
CORTER—Cloyd Clinton Corter, son of the
late James Watson and Emma Louisa Corter,
was born January 1, 1878, and departed this
lite August 21, at the Williamsport General
.tiospitai after an illness of several months.
His age was 70 years, 7 months and 21 days.
On August 23, 18a8, he was married to Lillie
Bell Karney, who preceeded him in death on
D'ebruary 2, 1913. To this union were born
eight children: Clarence of Williamspori;
Kuth, deceased; Mrs. Emma Paxton, Harrisburg, Pa.; Herbert, deceased; Mrs. Aiverna Kittle, Buffalo, N. Y.; Cloyd Edward and Mrs.
Marion Jacoby, both of So. Williamsport, Pa.
He is also survived by his widow, Sr. Blanche
Siutzman corter, to wnom he was married on
September 7, 1925, 13 grandchildren, 3 great
grandcnildren, and one sister, Mrs. Blanche
Herriman, Williamsport, Pa.
Bro. Corter was converted as a boy. He became an active member of the Missionary and
Cnristian Alliance about 1914. Later he came
in contact with the Brethren in Christ and
made it the church of his choice.
With a deep concern for the unsaved, he,
with his wife, pioneered in opening the Butternut Grove Sunday School. He manifested a
passion for souls up to the time of his death
and contributed liberally to the work of the
(jnurch as the Lord prospered him. His clear
testimony was an inspiration to all.
He requested that these songs: "Shall we
Gather at the River" and "Meet me There,"
and this-text, John 3:16 be used at his funeral.
Interment was in the Williamsport Cemetery.
Eld. Charles W. McCulloh officiated.
HOEST—Bettie Williams Horst, daughter of
the late Mary and John T. Williams, was born
March 3, 1868, at Craig, Missouri, and passed
away November 10, at Des Moines, Iowa, at the
age of eighty years, seven months and ten
days.
Converted a t the age of twenty-eight, she
was called of God to Orphanage work at Tabor,
Iowa, where she served faithfully for a number of years.
In 1912 she was united in marriage to Henry
E. Horst, to which union was born a son four
years later, but he did not live. In 1920 she
with her husband adopted and faithfully parented a six-week old baby girl, Ruth, who
survives.
Having moved to Oklahoma several years
after their marriage, Sister Horst became a
member of the Brethren in Christ church. Here
she proved herself a friend of all and a mother
in Israel.
She leaves to mourn their loss, her busband;
her daughter Ruth; two sisters, Mrs. Frank
Lane of Beatrice, Nebraska, and Mrs. Samuel
Ganer of Deer Creek, Oklahoma; one brother,
F. T. Williams of Anadarko, Oklahoma; three
grandchildren and a host of friends. She was
well known in Iowa, S. Dakota and Oklahoma.
Funeral services were conducted for her by
Elders H. W. and S. W. Landis, and Samuel F.
Lady and Bishop P. B. Friesen and Rev. Fred
Rosentretter. A most fitting text used was,
"She hath done what she could."
MEI-HORN — Mrs. Martha M. Melhorn, 70,
wife of Christian Melhorn, died Friday afternoon, October 29 at the St. Joseph's Hospital,
Lancaster. She was the daughter of the late
John and Mary Musser Schock and was a member of the Brethren in Christ Church, of the
Cross Roads congregation, Florin, Pa.
Besides her husband she is survived by these
children: John E. Melhorn, Mt. Joy, Pa.; Mary
N., wife of C. Miller Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.;
Martha E., wife of Bishop Luke L. Keefer, Mil-
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lersburg, Pa.; and Willis S. Melhorn, Palmyra,
Pa. Seventeen grandchildren survive as do
three brothers and six sisters.
Private funeral services were held from her
late home with further services a t the Cross
Roads Church. Interment was made in the
Schock family plot at "Washington Boro. The
services were in charge of Bishop I. W. Musser, and the funeral message was preached by
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Sr.
Sr. Melhorn's life was characterized by a
fond devotion to her Lord, as was manifested
by ner unseliish labors in teaching the small
cnildren in the Cross Koacts Sunday School and
also her ministry of correspondence with many
missionaries, both home and foreign. She likewise contributed her gifts in teaching in the
Bible Schools of the Cross Roads congregation
from their beginning.
iu^IGiC'XiSl'Jg, — Benjamin T. Spickler, 85,
jumzaoetntown, Pennsylvania, passed to nis
^eternal reward at 9:uu a.m. Thursday, Novein*uu- ±6, in nis nome. .tie spent m s early lite in
Liie ivapno U i s i n c t and 111 iaui came to tiie
i_>onegai u i s i n c c 01 wmcn lie was a member
until nis death.
in 1886 he accepted Christ as his personal
Saviour and in the same year united with the
ureuiren in Christ Church.
He is survived by two sons, Edward S. of
Lexington, iNorth Carolina; and Frank S., Eiizaueimov.n, pa.; three grandchildren and eight
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Monday afternoon, November Z2 a t 2:30 p.m., a t the Brethren in Christ Church, Elizabetntown, Pa.
Bishop I. w. inusser, lild. S. U. .tsrubaKer and
Eld. P. W. McBeth officiated. Interment was
in Mt. Tunnel Cemetery.
TEAES—Ray Daniel Teare, son of the late
Charles and Alverdie Teare, was born near
Abilene, Kansas, August 29, 1909, and died December 1, at the age of 39 years and three
months.
He united with the Brethren in Christ
Church when a child and was an out-standing
young man of the community—well liked by
young and old. h e lived his entire life on the
farm north of Abilene which his grandfather
homesteaded in 1869.
He leaves eight aunts, many cousins and his
neighbors and friends.
Funeral services were held at the TuftsBanner Funeral Home, December 4, conducted
by Eld. C. A. Frey and Bishop M. M. Book.
Music was provided by the male quartette.
Burial took place in the Union cemetery.
WOLGEMUTH—Clair Samuel, infant son of
Wilbur and Edith Wolgemuth of Pittsburg,
California, was born November 21 and died
November 29 after a brief stay of eight days.
Mourning the translation of this jewel are
his parents, his paternal grandparents, Bro.
and Sr. Joseph M. Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.,
R.D. at whose home the funeral service was
held, a great grandmother, Sr. Martha M.
Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa., and a number of
uncles and aunts.
Funeral services were conducted by Bishop
Irvin "W. Musser and Eld. J. Earl Musser. Text
Mark 10:13-16. Interment took place in the
Cross Roads Cemetery.

Hudson Taylor has said, "A small circle
of usefulness is not to be despised. A light
that does not shine beautifully around the
family table at home, is not fit to rush a
long way off to do a great service elsewhere."
What if your circle of usefulness is small
and circumscribed? It does not need to be
the less exciting—for if your light of usefulness shines beautifully around the family table at home, you have laid the foundation for a greater service elsewhere when
the opportunity presents itself!
—Young People's

Delight.
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With the Church
In the Homeland
A LETTER FROM OUR DEPUTATION
To the Home Church:
"Grace and peace be multiplied unto you."
We feel to exclaim with the first verse of
Psalms 27, "The Lord is my light and my
Salvation; whom shall I fear? The Lord is
the strength of my life-; of whom shall I be
afraid."
of We feel guilty, for it is some time since
your deputation has written for the Visitor.
However, individually we have written to
some of our dear ones in the home land, and
would have written to many more had time
permitted. We did appreciate your encouraging letters to us. News from home means
so much to us out here. We are always
anxious to see the Visitor to find out the
activities of the home church.
The last of our mission Stations we visited
in Africa was our Macha Station, and on
Wednesday, October 27, we left Choma for
Lusaka. Bro. Brubaker, David Climenhaga,
Bert Winger, Sisters Moyer and Hunt were
at the station to see us off.
We arrived at Capetown on May 16 and
left Choma October 27. Over five months
were spent in Africa. We were privileged to
visit sixteen out-schools. Attended a number
of Christian marriages, witnessed seven baptismal services in which about 125 became
members of the church. We also participated
in eight Love Feast services with the native
church. And how we did enjoy these rich
feasts. Also two eight day revivals were
blessed of God. Our hearts were greatly
inspired as we fellowshipped with the African brethren and sisters. We visited a number of non-Christian villages and had the
privilege of bringing the Gospel to them in
the spoken word. In visiting the Christian
villages we could say, "What hath God
wrought." There was such a marked difference in tidiness and cleanliness.
Our visit in the overseers' homes were
precious, as we sang and prayed together.
Our contacts with our missionaries, as we
sat together discussing the various problems that arise on the mission field, were
also very helpful to us.
We took the train from Choma to Lusaka,
staying there for one night, and the next
day we left by plane for Nairoba. A flight
of about eight hours. The trip was not a
very enjoyable one for we ran into so many
dark clouds that made traveling real rough,
nothing to be desired I'm sure. Our appetite
for food was not very keen.
When we arrived at Nairoba about 5:30
p.m., Bro. and Sr. Mahlon Hess from the
Mennonite Mission in Tanganyika were at
the air-port to meet us. How happy we were
to meet some one we knew. After we passed customs, they took us and our baggage to
the Africa Inland Mission Rest Home in Nairoba where we stayed from Thursday, October 28, to Tuesday, November 2. We met a
number of missionaries here and had real
Christian fellowship. We were in a number
of services in Nairoba. One of us was asked
to speak at the African Church of England
and the other at the Interdenominational
Church.
We discovered here that our Steamship
to Bombay instead of leaving on November
20, would not leave until December 9. We
felt we could not wait for this ship, since it

The Missions Deputation, Elder Graybill
Wolgemuth and Bishop H. N. Hostetter, visiting- Matopo Mission. The Matopo church lies
beyond the foliag-e.

would spoil our plans in India, for our itinerary was already planned there. By inquiring we were offered a chartered plane by the
India Overseas Aiivways that would leave
for Bombay about November 24. The Lord
seemed to direct us to accept this offer.
On Tuesday, November 2, we left with
Bro. and Sr. Hess in their Ford half ton
truck for Tanganyika, a trip of about 400
miles. No super-highways either. But on
Friday, November 5, after visiting the A. I.
M. Mission at Kijabe, and the National Holiness Mission at Satik, we arrived at Nya
basi Mission. A number of our Mennonite
brethren were there to welcome us. We stayed in Tanganyika until Tuesday, November
16.
On Saturday, November 13, on coming to
Musoma, a telegram awaited us informing
us to be in Nairoba, Tuesday the 16th, for
the plane was leaving Thursday morning at
9:00 o'clock. This early date was a disappointment to us, for they had told us it
would leave around the 24th. Consequently
we had to rearrange our plans altogether.
There was one of the Mennonite Stations
we did not get to visit because of the shortness of time. We had precious fellowship
with our Mennonite Brethren and the African Church.
We left Tuesday, November 16, in a five
passenger plane from Musoma to Nairoba.
After being at the A. I. M. the second time
for two nights, we left Thursday morning
for Bombay. The plane seated fourteen passengers, but started out with only eight.
Our companions were Indians. Our hostess
was an Indian girl. Our plane stopped at
Aden, Arabia and took on five more Indian
men. It took five hours to cross the Arabian
Sea. We were told how to fasten and use
our life belts if something should happen
with the plane in crossing the Sea. As we
looked to the Lord with confidence and trust
for His protection, He proved His faithfulness.
We were flying at about 11,000 feet and
around 175 miles an hour with about 24,000
lbs. The hours we flew at night were lit up
with the moon, for the night was very clear.
It was so clear we could see the earth beneath. The trip took 21 hours, while the
ship voyage would have taken us from ten
days to two weeks.
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In the Homeland
Zion, Abilene, Kansas
On a recent Sunday morning at Zion there
was a dedication service for children. At
this time there were five children dedicated
to the Lord. Eld. Samuel Lady from Dallas
Center, Iowa, was with us for this service
and brought the message on "The Home
and the Responsibility of Parents."
After the morning message the dedication
service was conducted by Bishop M. M. Book
and Eld. C. A. Frey.
We pray God's blessing upon these parents as they strive to rear their children
for the Lord.
Mrs. J. C. Hoover

A snap-shot of Eld. Orrayhill Wolgemuth and
Overseer Nyamazaza Duhe, his wife, daughter,
son and daughter-in-law and their children.
Says Bro. Wolgemuth, "We had such a good
spiritual visit in their home."

Bro. Hoke was informed when we were
coming and was in Bombay to meet us upon
our arrival. We were so happy to meet him.
He had reservations made for us at the Raj.
Mahal Home. Mrs. Blickenstaff of The
Church of The Brethren is the matron. We
felt very much at home here. A number of
missionaries were here. While we were in
Bombay, we experienced a cyclone which
lasted a day and a night. Never experienced
such high wind before. All communications
were cut off. There was no electric for 48
hours. Large trees were pulled out by the
roots. People were injured and some were
killed. Also high water and flooded areas
resulted. We were so thankful the Lord
brought us there before the cyclone. For the
planes were damaged standing in the airport. He is to be praised.
We left Bombay, Wednesday, November
24 for Akola, after attending two church
services there. Here we visited the Christian Missionary Alliance Mission. This was
our first train ride in India. We had a four
room compartment. The third class compartments were crowded and some were
hanging on the outside of the train. We
had to travel out to the Mission about a
mile in a tonga—a little poorly fed horse
hitched to a two wheeled vehicle with a
buggy top. You sat with your back toward
the driver. You can always hear these conveyances coming because of the bells on the
horses.
We also visited the Missionary Bands of
The World Mission. Sister Hazel Compton
who is a member of our church has charge
of the Leper work. We were there over Saturday and Sunday. Every Sunday in the
town of Raj Nandgaon they have a Bazaar
where they sell almost anything that is sold
in Indian Stores; hundreds of animals, such
as water buffalos, oxen, cows, calves, goats,
etc. Wares of every description were on sale.
Great masses of Indian men, women and
children filled the streets. On one of these
streets we held a Gospel service. "Jesus had
compassion on the multitude." Oh, what a
heart longing we had that our Jesus might
become their "Jesus" too. We were so happy
to bring a Gosnel message to them. Some
listened, especially children, others followed
the masses. Many tracts were handed out.
We also had a service in the jail.
Tentative plans are made to be at Saharsa
in about ten days. But our past experience
has taught us that so often our plans do
not materialize. One must always be ready
for the unexpected.
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a missionary themselves. Remember a number of these children have only recently been
drawn into Sunday School. Sr. Lehman also
brought a challenging morning message.
Children poured into the church on Rally
Day filling it so full that adults were seeking seats in the Sunday School room in the
rear of the church. The attendance was 265.
All seemed to enjoy the illustrated talk on
how the devil sits on your shoulder and
whispers lies in your ear given by Ida Davis
from Northern Ohio as well as the music of
the girls quintette from Fairview. A souvenir was given to each child present.
October 30 and 31 were two blessed days
for us. How our hearts were warmed and
our souls fed as Eld. Ohmer U. Herr brought
the messages from God's precious word with
unction and without compromise. The truth
was proclaimed simply enough for babes in
Christ and yet rich and deep enough for the
most mature saint, for both testified to
blessing received. The fellowship of the
saints was sweet.
Helen Yeatts

Souderton and Silverdale, Pa.
On October sixteenth and seventeenth we
enjoyed our Fall Love Feast at Souderton.
We were glad to have Bishop Charlie Byers
and Eld. Donald Heer with us.
On Sunday evening, October. 17, our revival meeting started at Silverdale with Eld.
Donald Heer as the evangelist. We heard Chambersburg, Pa.
wonderful truths and our hearts were filled
We as a congregation at Chambersburg
to overflowing. The Lord truly has fulfilled enjoyed a season of refreshing during the
His promise, when He said, if we call He will revival that was held from October 3 to
answer. Many souls knelt at the altar for November 1. Eld. John Rosenberry came to
prayer, and oh! the presence of the Lord us with unction from God and a zeal for
was so near. The fire is still burning and— souls. He was fearless in his denunciation
best of all—it is spreading.
of sin and bold in his declaration of holiness
We have two prayer groups (men and for the believer.
women) that meet regularly every Monday
_ God was faithful in answering the petievening. We are happy to say we have had tions of His prayer warriors, and many
as many as twenty attend these meetings. souls sought God at an altar of prayer. We
We do Praise the Lord for His goodness to thank Him for the definite testimonies of
us.
saving grace and sanctifying power; for the
One Saturday in October a group of six- covenants renewed, the backsliders reclaimteen young people bought paint, brushes, ed, and the new blessings poured out on the
food, etc. and motored to Stowe for a day's saints. We feel to exclaim, "Oh that men
job. We painted the outside of the Mission would praise the Lord for His goodness and
home. This was sponsored by the Young for his wonderful works to the children of
People's Society and was certainly enjoyed men."
by all who participated.
We pray that God may keep His hand on
"Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit this flaming evangelist and enable him
you like men, be strong." I Cor. 16:13.
through the power of the Holy Spirit to
wrest souls from the clutches of Satan.
Doris Harley
N. J. Burkholder
Beulah Chapel, Springfield, Ohio
It was a beautiful Sunday morning and Colyer, Green Grove, Pa.
October 3. The Gospel Light Chorus from
we enjoyed the presence of the Lord as we
gathered on the banks of a small stream Rapho District was with us at Colyer this
near Springfield for the baptism of Sr. Ora evening. Everyone enjoyed their message in
Richendollar. We appreciate both Bro. and song.
October 9. Communion service was at
Sr. Richendollar as co-workers.
Our missionary prayer meetings which Colyer this evening, a nice group comare held the last Thursday evening of each memorated the Lord's sufferings. Three girls
month are a real blessing. Our hearts are were taken into church fellowship and the
drawn closer to the workers of both foreign next morning were baptized. They were
and home fields as we share their problems, Naomi Albright, Anna Ruth Fohringer and
burdens and joys. Eld. and Sr. William F. Eunice Fohringer. May they be used of
Engle and family from Dayton Mission were Christ to labor for Him.
October 31. The Gospel Team from Granwith us in one of these services in the recent
past. Their messages and group singing in- tham was with us at Green Grove. Everyspired our hearts. Sr. Fern Ulery was re- one enjoyed the service. May the Lord bless
elected president of this missionary project them as they give forth the "Wonderful
Words of Life."
for another year.
On another Sunday morning Eld. Arthur
The Sunday School children were quite atwas with us at Colyer and brought
tentive one Sunday as Sr. Edna Lehman Brubaker
from Africa talked to them. They had been the message.
November 24. Eld. and Sr. Harold Wolgetold about missionaries and the black boys
and girls across the water by their teachers, muth and Dorcas were with us at Colyer for
but now they were thrilled to see and hear a service this evening. They spoke of the
work in Kentucky and at Stowe.
November 25. This was a very bright spot
on our calendar for quite some time, as we
We appreciate your prayer interest for us. are a small congregation. This b e i n g
Please continue so that the remaining part Thanksgiving Day, the Pennsylvania State
of our itinerary may be directed by the Sunday School Meeting was held at the Green
Lord.
Grove Church. The church was filled and
Your deputation,
many chairs were used. Surely our hearts
were filled with thankfulness for all the
Brethren Wolgemuth and Hostetter

.
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Lord has done for us. As we listened to the
different speakers, we were challenged anew
to put forth more effort in our Sunday
School work.
December 3. A service was held at the
Colyer church in the form of a singing
class. However, the Lord blessed it in a
special way by sending Eld. and Sr. Joseph
Vanderveer of Michigan this way. Bro.
Vanderveer, who had been here and conducted a revival service 17 years ago, brought
us a -heart searching message, and everyone
was glad to again renew their acquaintance
with him.
In August we started a prayer meeting in
a room upstairs at the 0. W. Houts Lumber
& Co. Store, in State College where a little
group gather for prayer meeting every
Thursday evening. The folks from Cedar
Springs helped the first several times. Eld.
Mark Wolgemuth from Grantham helped
through the fall months with this work. On
Thanksgiving evening Eld. and Sr. John
Martin of Lancaster were with us. Bro.
Martin brought the message. This is a
needy place, and we would ask you all to
remember it in your prayers.
May the Lord bless each one that has
taken part in any of these services.
Mrs. Charles L. Fohringer
Fox Hollow, Pa., Tent Meeting
The Summer Evangelistic Campaign in
Lycoming County, Pa., opened on August
15. The tent was located in a meadow at
the Pox Hollow Church. No workers had
been secured for the meeting. Bro. and Sr.
McCulloh conducted children's' meetings
when object lessons were given and choruses
sung. The children were divided into two
groups for their memory project. Group 1
memorized Isa. 53; while group 2 were assigned Isa. 55. Suitable rewards were given
for attendance and memory achievement.
The preaching of the word was cared for
by the ministry in the District. Ministers
from the Free Methodist, Baptist, Evangelical United Brethren, and Missionary and
Christian Alliance were also secured to
speak at one or more services.
Two young people sought the Lord at the
altar. One other hand was raised for prayer. The meetings closed on Sunday evening,
August 29.
On Sunday, August 29 at 2:30 p.m., Bro.
and Sr. Charles W. McCulloh were ordained
to the ministry. Bishop Henry S. Miller
was in charge of the service, assisted by
Eld. Walter Bohen.
We ask an interest in your prayers that
their work in this portion of the Lord's
vineyard may be crowned with success in
many souls being led to a full knowledge of
saving grace.
When you kneel to pray — remember
Lycoming Co.
Palmyra, Pa.
Our revival opened October 3 with Eld.
Bruce Grove as evangelist. He brought us
heart searching messages and quite a few
found spiritual help; however, there were
many who again left another opportunity
to be saved go by. Though the evangelist
has gone, we pray that our efforts to save
souls will be as great throughout the year
as.it was through the revival.
On Wednesday evening, November 24, the
brethren and sisters of the Dauphin-Lebanon
District met at the Palmyra church for an
impressive Thanksgiving service.
Eld. Joel Carlson from the Light House
Mission was guest speaker. Using as his
theme "Making Thanksgiving Spiritual," he
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The Forgotten Word
Miss E. Munro
Life becomes life indeed when we act
upon the forgotten
word—"restitution."
" I AM getting so tired and sick of your
I mere sentimental ism, that does not
straighten out a man's life. We may sing
our hymns and psalms, and offer prayers;
but they will be abomination to God unless we are willing to be thoroughly
straight-forward in our daily life," wrote

D. L. Moody.
No statement could be truer than this
concerning restitution and reparation. It is
an only too common experience to meet
men and women who are sorry for their
wrongdoing, or who experience deep conviction, or who know the remorse and
shame which is the general accompaniment
to the realization of guilt—but, alas, that
is the sole extent of their experience.
Then money they have taken, they do not
refund; the names they have slandered,
they make no attempt to restore; the
wounds they have made in the hearts of
their friends, they make no effort to heal;
the lies they have told, they do not correct.
Their sorrow for sin, their grief at being
found out, their shame in the presence of
good people, will avail nothing unless they
are prepared to make restitution.
Some of these men are by no means slow
to point an accusing finger at the brother
who has been injured. They quickly tell
him or in some other way make him to feel
and know that he has an unforgiving spirit.
They appear to have forgotten that restitution is the bridge to their brother's heart.
Any man who has been slandered or illtreated is naturally shy about exposing
himself to further injury. A man who has
had his kindness repeatedly imposed upon
will be inclined to be distant. A man whose
word cannot be trusted, or who always
turns circumstances to his (doubtful) advantage, is a man to be kept at arm's length.
These things must be done, not in any
spirit of retaliation, but in a spirit of selfdefense.
The wrong-doer must realize that unless
his future actions show grace, no thoughtful man will take him back into his confidence or affection. These things must be
pointed out that as we enter into His gates
with Thanksgiving and into His courts with
praise, we make Thanksgiving spiritual.
There were special numbers in song by
the Palmyra mixed quartet.
"Thank Gifts" were placed around the
pulpit which were later delivered to the
Harrisburg Mission.
On Sunday evening, November 28, Eld.
Harvey Light brought us an inspiring message from Psalms 121. As verse by verse
was unfolded this familiar psalm thrilled
our hearts anew.
Mrs. Alvin Ebersole

won. We cannot place trust nor give esteem
to worthless character. The first step, then,
for the wrong-doer to take, is to make restitution. We need consider no matter as
settled until restitution has been made. It
is the only road to self-respect.
Again, we find there is a type of man
who deliberately and calculatingly does
wrong to another, for no apparent reason.
There is nothing new in such a thing—
^Christ was hated without a cause. When
such a man finds that a good man can outmatch by generosity and largeness of heart
his evil heart, his vanity is pricked, his
pride wounded; and the grace and generosity which can so easily transcend another's wrong become a ground for sullenness, resentment and hatred; the grace
which should be met with restitution is met
with pique.
Sincere Repentance
God does not forgive without that repentance that blossoms into restitution.
"Bring forth fruits therefore worthy of repentance, '" said John the Baptist. Finney
says, "The thief has not repented who keeps
the money he stole. He may have conviction, but no repentance. If you have cheated anyone, and do not restore what you
have taken unjustly, or if you have injured
anyone and do not set about to undo the
wrong you have done, as far as in you lies,
you have not truly repented."
Justice
If I stole fifty dollars from my neighbor
twenty years ago, the repayment of fifty
dollars will not be restitution. I shall have
to reckon with the wise investment of fifty
dollars over a period of twenty years, and
what interest my neighbor has been able to
make on any other fifty dollars which he
may have invested. Or I may have to consider that I stole at a time when the man
was in dire need, and that through my
theft he suffered undernourishment, or his
children suffered loss in clothing or education. My restitution will depend on what
the loss of fifty dollars meant to the man
at that particular time.
If we have slandered a man publicly, it
will not do to say we are sorry, and call
that reparation. We shall require to make
a public statement, confessing our lies and
wickedness, and doing everything in our
power to clear the man's character, and to
labor night and day until it is clear.
Nor are we to think that by making
restitution or reparation we are doing our
brother a favor. Far from it. We have done
him a great wrong, which we will—where
there is real repentance—with humility and
tears put right. It is his undeniable right.
There are wrongs in life for which only
God can show us what is just requital, just
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Jesus Wonderful Name
D. B. Rote
recompense. How can we atone for the
man whom we have put on the way to
drink? How can we restore health to the
women our infidelity has sent to the sanatorium? How can we undo the results of
our sin?
Ignorance
The fact that we have ignorantly violated
the rights of another does not make us
immune from the law of restitution. You
cannot ask a man to enter partnership with
you, get the man to consent, make all the
necessary negotiations, such as resigning
from his present position, selling his house,
buying a house in some other country, arranging for a transfer of schools for his
children, and then declare that you've
changed your mind. Your change of mind
and your ignorance of another's rights may
prove a very expensive hobby. If you desire to be an honest man, you will be required to make restitution.
We must be very careful that we do not
trespass upon the rights of others, that all
our relationships are honest and honorable.
The law will tell us what is legally right,
but conduct based on legal righ'ts is not
sufficient. A man must do what is morally
right as well.
•We cannot offer our services and thus bar
the way for another, and then withdraw
for no worthy reason. We cannot deliberately allow others to misunderstand us, and
then say we gave them no grounds for misunderstanding. "Let your yea be yea; and
your nay, nay; lest ye fall into condemnation."
Forgiveness
We need not ask our neighbour for forgiveness, nor need we ask God, unless we
are willing to undo the wrong we have done
as far as lies within our power. If we are
rot, our plea might as well be unspoken,
for our insincerity is manifest.
Neither need we think we can buy forgiveness. Christian service and devotion
cannot act as a substitute for the reparation of wrong. We need bring no gifts to
God unless we have done our utmost to
obtain pardon from our brother. "Therefore, if thou bring thy gift to the altar, and
there rememberest that thy brother hath
ought against thee; leave there thy ffift before the altar, and go thy way; first be
reconciled to thy brother, and ihen come
and offer thy sift." Matt. 5:23-24.
An honorable man cannot rest content
with the forgiveness of those he has wronged—his conscience presses him to make
reparation. Even when the wronged persons have been able to meet out of resources the wrong, such a man will find
a way whereby he can do them good. There
js nothing more humbling than to be for-

"His Name shall be called
Isa. 9:6.

Wonderful."

The Holy Spirit, through the Apostle
Peter, declared that "there is none other
name under Heaven given among men,
whereby we must be saved" (Acts 4 : 1 2 ) .
Because of this, there never was a name so
much despised.
The Apostles were forbidden by the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem to speak or teach in
the Name of Jesus, because they saw the
powerful effect of their preaching in the
healing of the lame man, who had been
laid daily at the gate of the Temple.
In the Old Testament a man's name represented his character and ability. So the
Name of Jesus stands for His power to
"save His people from their sins" (Matt.
1:21).
Jesus was wonderful in His birth, life,
death, resurrection and ascension. He is
wonderful in His love and power.
We "have life through His Name" (John
20:31).
We are "justified in the Name of the
Lord Jesus" (I Cor. 6:11). And "to Him
give all the Prophets witness, that through
His Name whosoever believeth in Him
given, and then all rights to reparation and
restitution are waived.
Costliness
The restitution which costs little, which
has no sting of sacrifice attached to it, is
not worth much.
When the people complained that Christ
was to be the guest of a sinner, a chief publican at that, Zacchaeus immediately vindicated Jesus' trust in him: "Behold, Lord,
the half of my goods I give to the poor:
and if I have taken anything from any man
by false accusation, I restore him fourfold.
Happiness
Restitution brings wild, glad, tumultuous
happiness. "I acknowledged my sin unto
thee, and mine iniquity have I not hid."
The hours we could not bear to be alone,
the most insupportable burden and anguish
which made the days well-nigh unbearable,
and which we tried to ease with sleep or
pleasure or other means—they vanish and
pass away as the wrongs of life are righted.
Life becomes life indeed. Where there was
agony and pain, void and darkness, there
is now joy and gladness, life and health;
where there was shame and confusion,
twistedness and rottenness, now unashamedness, goodness, honor, nobility.
—Selected by P . / .

Wiebe.

shall receive remission of sins" (Acts 10:
43).
The Name of Jesus is yet despised by
many when it is lifted up as the only Name
by which we can be saved, but His Name
is also loved and adored by many above
all other names.
"There is one Name all names above,
Unto believers precious,
Which causes hearts to glow with love,
"* It is the Name of Jesus.
" 'He breaks the pow'r of cancell'd sin,'
From Satan's bondage frees us;
O where, my soul, shall I begin
To praise the Name of Jesus?"
—Selected.
"If occupied with the world, we become
worldly; if occupied with self, we become
selfish; if occupied with Christ, we become
Christlike."
RELIEF NOTES
Mennonites in Chaco Face Food Shortage
The food situation in some of the Mennonite colonies in Paraguay has become very
difficult. Several months of drought had
caused general food shortages in Paraguay.
This drought was relieved only recently
when rains made it possible to resume the
planting of crops. (Being in the Southern
Hemisphere, this is the summer season in
Paraguay.) However these favorable conditions have been of short duration in the
Chaco, for now unusually large numbers of
grasshoppers have overrun the land and consumed much of the planting. This is unfortunate because the crops must now be
replanted, which will cause the harvest to be
late. Fruits of the year have likewise been
damaged. The situation is particularly difficult because the settlements need food for
themselves as well as for the refugees who
have come from Europe within recent months
and who are not yet fully self-supporting.
The situation is a challenge to the North
American brotherhood to help additionally
in this time of special need.
These conditions of drought and grasshopper plague are limited to the Chaco area of
Paraguay, and thus do not affect those who
are settled in Volendam colony, nor those
settling in Uruguay. The Chaco colonies
have however absorbed the majority of the
refugees coming from Europe, and therefore
a crop failure there creates a difficult problem.
Blankets Needed for Relief
Our workers in Central Europe emphasize
the need for warm clothing and bedding as
the winter season approaches. Many people are undernourished to the extent that
their resistance to cold and disease is below
normal. This, together with the rather general, shortage of fuel for heating rooms,
makes for much suffering, particularly if
clothing and blankets are not available.
Therefore these items are useful relief gifts
during this season of the year.
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Unto You

In Swaddling Clothes

(Continued from page five)

(Continued from page six)

Yes, the shepherds believed the announcement. And as they went in full assurance that they would find just what the
angel said, they were not disappointed. As
the shepherds looked upon that new born
babe, lying in a manger in that lowly
stable, was there some manifestation of
heavenly glory in that scene that strangely
warmed their hearts, and confirmed to them
that they were indeed looking into the face
"Christ the L o r d ? " I can easily believe
that the shekinah of heavenly glory may
have permeated that humble stable scene.
But whether there was a visible manifestation or not, It was faith in the hearts of the
shepherds which made real to them the
truth which they had heard and seen.

He becomes our substitute, and takes our
place as the ram did for Isaac. And we go
free. Oh! Praise God for His mercy. He
gives unto us eternal life, and quoting from
John again hear Him say, "In Him was life,
and the life was the light of men." And
further John says in his first epistle, "He
that hath the son hath life and he that hath
not the son of God hath not life." Oh how
much then this gift is to be appreciated,
for through Him only can we have life. For
in Adam all die but in Christ all are made
alive. He provides redemption from the
second death.

And then they "made known abroad" the
saying which was told them. This great
event was miraculously announced, and
now eye-witnesses were making known the
good news. What a mighty wave of rejoicing and glorifying God there might have
been in that land! But we are told that
those who heard only "wondered." What
a pity that they, too, did not come to see
for themselves, and then go away rejoicing, as the shepherds had done.
After thirty-three years that brief life,
which influenced human history more than
any other has done, reached the culminating and paramount phase of its mission on
Calvary's cross. What depths of significance are contained in those last words
spoken before the spirit departed, "It is
finished!" And because He was willing to
suffer that death, you and I have a hope of
life eternal!
As I write these words, we have just
concluded the study of the Sunday School
lesson, "Revelation Through New Testament History." This history was made by
men and women who were convinced that
that message proclaimed by the angel was
true, who had experienced its realities in
their own hearts, and who were also convinced that their supreme responsibility
was to "proclaim abroad" the glorious
truth of the Gospel. It is due to their zeal
and their out-reaching efforts that the light
has come to us.
The history of the Christian Church is
still being written. What about the chapters which cover the service which you and
I are rendering for our Lord. The message
of the angel is still the truth which the
world needs, and living witnesses to that
saving truth are still needed "in Jerusalem,
and in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto
the uttermost part of the earth."
—Dayton, Ohio.

Now not only does He gave life; He gives
abundant life. He giveth like a king; he
giveth lavishly the blessing we need, and
it's not only what we need, but, thank God,
it is all we need. It reminds us of the disciples and the multitude on the mount.
When they became faint and hungry and
Jesus proposed that they feed the crowd,
the disciples staggered at the thought of
feeding such a multitude in the wilderness.
But Jesus performed the miracle and fed
the hungry men, women and children, not
only what they needed, but it was all they
needed, and yet there were twelve baskets
of fragments that remained. This sounds
like abundance, doesn't it.
This Gift of God to men not only brings
life, but it brings abundant life. As Jesus
stood and cried on the last day of the feast
and said, "If any man thirst led him come
unto me and drink, for He that believeth
on me as the scripture hath said out of his
belly shall flow rivers of living water.
"Abundant life, abundant joy and satisfaction." Oh, thanks be to God! "I will pour
water on him that is thirsty and floods upon the dry ground," saith the prophet. He
abundantly satisfies the soul.
This love Gift also brings peace to men.
The angels said, "on earth peace, good will
to men." And Jesus said, "my peace I leave
with you, my peace I give unto you,"—
"and let not your heart be troubled, neither
let it be afraid." Oh what a wonderful
thing to have peace within. These are days
when there is trouble and strife on every
hand, and one must believe it is the closing
days of this dispensation. Famine and war
and unrest stalk the land, and strife fills
so many hearts and homes, but isn't it
wonderful that in the midst of it all, we
can have a peace down in our soul that
flows on unhindered and undisturbed by the
rush and the din of the world around us.
Oh this peace that passeth understanding,
joy the world can never give, and beneath
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the cares and toils of life this hidden
stream flows on.
Now my friends, you are receiving many
gifts over this season from your friends
and loved ones, but how about this gift of
God to men? Have you ever opened your
heart and made room for it? Let the
Christ in, for remember, we cannot have
the blessing unless we receive Him, and
let Him in, and allow the Holy Ghost to
unwrap and unfold His beauty and His
grandeur and reveal the things of God to
us. Now if you'll just open your heart and
let Him in, you will find a gift that will
bring true joy and happiness over the season, not only for the moment, but a constant, springing up fountain of peace and
joy all the days of your life, and eternal
life in heaven. Now, open your heart and
let Him in today, will you, friend?
—Chambersburg, Pa.

Spirit of Christmas
(Continued from page seven)
"What can I give Him
Poor as I am?
If I were a shepherd
I would bring a lamb,
If I were a wise man
I would do my part.
Yet what can I give Him—
' Give my heart."
Here we find the real meaning and spirit
of Christmas. Someone has stated, "The
message of Easter is 'Think of Heaven';
the message of Thanksgiving, 'Think of
your blessings'; the message of New Year,
'Think of the passing time'; and the message of Christmas is, 'Think of others.' "
The spirit of Christmas is motivated by
love. God is love, and surely when He
dwells within our hearts we shall be filled
with love. It is the spirit of good will, even
as the angels sang that first night of His
birth. It is the spirit of joy. It is the spirit
of peace. As the Word tells us "Being
justified by faith we have peace with God."
Finally it is the spirit of service to others.
May we celebrate Hi's birthday by giving
to Him, remembering that, "Inasmuch as
ye have done it unto one of the least of
these my brethren, ye have done it unto
me."
"For we know the Christmas s p i r i t Urges all to deeds of love,
So once sang the Bethlehem angels,
Coming down from realms above.
Gathered round the Bethlehem cradle,
And while we are singing there,
Make a worthy resolution,
In this blessed work to share."
—Marietta, Pa.
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The Star
(Continued from page seven)
world in that day. That kingdom—Rome
—was frequently ruled by self-interested
tyrants. Most of the freemen revelled in
wanton luxury while the slaves toiled in
miserable poverty and hopeless bondage.
The slaves were twice as numerous as the
freemen. This newly, born king would
"preach the gospel to the poor and deliverance to the captives." He came to set at
liberty those in bonds.
He came to establish a brotherhood knit
together in the bonds of love in which all
men would be equal. Class distinctions
would be broken down as men enter this
new kingdom. Here the slave and freeman would meet on common ground. Here
the cultured worldly wise man and the
ignorant barbarian would drink from the
same fountain of grace and then fellowship
as brethren in Christ.
That star of hope still brightly shines.
Through Him whose birthday it announced
there is offered to-day, forgiveness, cleansing, fellowship and brotherhood. Shine on,
Thou Star of Hope, shine on!
—Messiah College.

Forgotten Wise Man
(Continued from page eight)
well of humanity's weakness on these
things. And no wonder he speaks of Honouring thy father and thy mother, "Love
thy neighbor as thyself," "Thou shalt not
bear false witness, no, nor kill, or commit
adultery or steal or take the name of thy
God in vain." But alas, the heart breaking
sights we see today of broken homes, unnatural affection, neighborhood gossip and
ill will, foundationless tales of others, profane language, bloodshed, immorality and
adultery that bespeak in unquestionable
tones that men have surely forgotten Christ
and His standards of living.

Christmas
Mohler

Our Christmas Gift—revealed in song,
The message of the angel throng;
A gift of love shared by all men,
As precious now as it was then;
Our gifts should bear that message too,
A gift, which lasts the whole year through;
The gift on which we may depend,
Will grow more precious in the end.

Merry Christmas! May we say,
As our friends we meet today;
And when we worship with the throng,
May we repeat the angels' song;
To share the message given them,
Peace on earth, good-will to men;
Then as of Wise-men's quest we're told,
Bring, as did they, our gifts of gold.

A white Christmas! Flake and drift,
Bring their tribute to the Gift;
Hoar-frost and snow the trees adorn,
Add glory to the Christmas morn;
The earth thus robed in garment white,
Reflects the glory of the Light;
The falling crystals from on high,
Each bring a message from the sky.
Our final Christmas may be near,
When we must leave this transcient sphere;
The Gift will then become more real,
When He His presence shall reveal;
May we then join that anthem rare,
Sung by the blood-washed over there;
And realize, in worlds above,
The gift of His eternal love.
—Dayton, Ohio.
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But lastly, I turn to Christ's Spiritual
Standards and from cover to cover of the
sacred Book are the bold statements of
Salvation through the Blood, Justification
by Faith, the "Except" of the New Birth,
Restitution. Confession, Sanctification, Separation from the world and His coming
again.
But a modern thinking world has ridiculed the Blood as the atoning agency for
man's sins. The laugh at the idea of being
Born again. They have labeled Restitution
and Confession as acts of mental weakness
and Separation a straight jacket formality
and by their mocking refuse to believe in
thfe literal return of the Lord, and by so doing, declare they have forgotten His accomplishment.
The Forgotten Wise Man. Yes, from the
day of His Birth to this Anniversary Season He has suffered the stigma of the Forgotten Deliverer. May we, at this Christmas Season, strangely moved by the Spirit
of Christ, forget the glamor and the tinsel
and the usual Festivities and pledge ourselves anew to Christ and the Glory of His
Great Accomplishment.-—Stayner, Ontario.

With Christ
David

Another Christmas! One more year
Is added to our number here;
What varied changes each one brings,
As time moves on with swifter wings;
And now the season has returned,
When evening lamps are early burned;
With longer waiting for the dawn,
When shades of light are all withdrawn.
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(Continued from page nine)
kept on walking from group to group. Maybe they had to walk faster in order to give
out the increasing food. It multiplied at
every touch once heaven smiled approval.
If half the energy were used in trust and
perfect submission to God instead of fear
and worry about work to be done, twice
the work would be done that is done. Say!
did the disciples eat too? Yes, I think
they did. No, it was no mere professional
performance. We who hand out the bread
must also eat. Our hunger is natural, and
we must find our satisfaction from His
hand.
Jesus Satisfies
The disciples had a great part in this
ministry. We wonder whether Jesus' great
work is not often determined by the help
He receives. If the work bogs down, is it
not because some failed to serve. And if it
succeeds, is it not because there are those
who are at their post. They all ate and
were filled. This is the usual result. He
has the palatible, the balanced food to meet
our craving. They were filled. To be filled is to be satisfied. The satisfied person,
the cleansed and spirit filled person never
turns to lesser pretenses for soul food.
It is when a coldness or bitterness from
an offense, or backslidden condition settles
slowly upon a person that the craving continues ; yet unwilling to humble himself and
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seek his way back to God, he turns to some
cult for relief, or is fascinated with some
demonstration. The enemy is able to feign
orthodoxy and be extra zealous in order
to trap the unwilling. But we must sit
down and eat from His hand to full satisfaction. Jesus always satisfies. We ask not
for other but more of the same. Praise His
name forever.—Grants Pass, Oregon.

VISITOR

the tracings of that Blessed One across the
every page and woven in the every line.
"He is precious" . . . "Is He precious?"
. . . only the transferring of a word, but
what a difference of heart story is told out!
But He is precious and we have to learn
that in ever deeper and richer and holier
fashion.—Hartford. Conn.

How Precious
(Continued from page nine)
lieve He is precious." They linked their
hearts with Peter and turned their faces
upward and shouted, "Amen!"
And of course, He is to be real to us,
and Peter means to include us in that blessed statement, "unto you therefore which believe He is precious." But it is tragic that
much of what apologizes for present day
Christian living, must be framed with a
question-mark as far as the realistic sense
of the preciousness of the Lord Jesus
Christ is concerned. For far too.many He
has become a pious Secondary. We sing
about Him, we witness about Him, and a
whole round of religious enterprise is circulated, about Him. But while that is good,
it is not good enough, for most of it is
only, "about Him." It lacks the heartessential of Himself, Himself, HIMSELF!
The Lord of the work takes the second
place before the work of the Lord, and instead of a preciousness there comes a perilous petering out . . .
Would it be too wrong to change the
wording of Peter's declaration and frame
it in form of searching heart-question . . .
"unto you therefore which believe—is He
precious?" And after all, is it not the
proper question for one who professes to
be a follower of the Man of Calvary? Is
it not just that sort of question that would
suggest all of the pleading and entreaty
of the indwelling Spirit. Who is hindered
and thwarted and quenched in His ministry of the Lord within us? For it is just
the question which the Lord asked this
selfsame Peter . . . "lovest thou M e ? " . . .
The preciousness is connected with the
belief; note that in our text. Perhaps then,
many of us do not believe enough . . . or
at best, in that heartless intellectual fashion
which has placed a "great gulf fixed" between the head and the heart, and outlawed
the latter to the stigma of reckless fanaticism. But if the Lord be precious, there
surely can be no pull upon the heart, and
no spiritually unhealthy pallor. Beloved,
we need to "believe our beliefs" in a new
and vitalising fashion, and to rejoice in
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What Christmas Is
(Continued from page two)
IV
It Is God's Greatest Revelation of Himself
The Christian faith is not composed of
wordy, rational propositions. It is based
on a series of stupendous events where almighty God has made Himself known. At
oreation God made us; at Calvary God
cleanses us; at Easter God is victorious
over us; at Pentecost God is in us. At
Christmas God is with us.
Christian doctrine and theology merely
attempt to explain the meaning of these
events. This is necessary, but it is a task
which is hopeless apart from the eyes of
faith. Here reason is not outraged (as in
false doctrine!). Rather, reason is outrun.
Faith goes beyond reason—And supremely
so at Christmas. God with us. Emmanuel
literallv means God with us. (Isaiah 7:14;
8:8; Matt. 1:23).

I Heard the Bells
Henry W.

Longfellow

I heard the bells on Christmas Day
Their old familiar carols play,
And wild and sweet the words repeat
Of peace on earth, good will to men.
Then pealed the bells more loud and deep:
"God is not dead, nor doth He sleep;
The wrong shall fail, the right prevail,
Of peace on earth, good will to men.
Till, ringing, singing on its way,
The world revolved from night to day,
A voice, a chime, a chant sublime,
Of peace on earth, good will to men.
I thought how, as the day had come,
The belfries of all Christendom
Had rolled along th' unbroken song
Of peace on earth, good will to men.
And in despair I bowed my head;
"There is no peace on earth," I said,
For hate is strong, and mocks the song
Of peace on earth, good will to men.

Such a simple fact! Yet perennially
staggering to both the Jews and the Greeks.
This basic cornerstone of the incarnation is
denounced as cheap idolatry. Both Jews
and Moslems are monotheistic but they find
the incarnation a source of fierce dissatisfaction.
God could not be humbled like this, they
charge. They say that the Almighty is too
holy, too proud to be treated like a common pauper. Alas, what brittle blindness!
Here is the very glory of Christianity. God
is coming forth. God is coming down. God
is pouring forth His blessings on lost humanity. Think of it!
(A staggering
thought!) "The Word was made flesh, and
dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory,
glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth." John 1:14.
Let us rejoice that the Heavenly Father
loved us so generously that He sent forth
His only begotten Son. Let us rejoice that
the Father chose such a touching way for
the incarnation. Bethlehem is homely and
plain. But Heaven and earth must rise and
fall with that event where God became man
for our salvation.
V
It Is Proof of the Simplicity
Christian Faith

o( the

There are mysteries in connection with
Christian truth. Yet, the Apostle Paul declares in Ephesians 1:9 that the mystery
has been made known. In the 'nunc dimitlis' of Luke 2:29-32 we are told that the
Babe of Bethlehem is "a light for revelation to the Gentiles."
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Some Christian leaders appear to make
the Gospel truths heavy, academic, complex, and absolutely beyond the common
man. Then along comes Christmas as a
divine rebuke. What do we observe?
Here the Gospel is given back to the
plain people of the earth. The Gospel, you
see, is as simple as a little baby, tender,
precious, lovable. Why, even little children
can grasp the centra) truth of our faith.
Truly God chose the weak things of the
world to confound the proud (I Corinthians
1:18-31). Trulv. the Gospel is holy, universal and apostolic. Today every government in the world has its eyes on the laboratory. Nervously they await the race to
perfect atomic and bacterial warfare. This
race is limited to mental giants. God's
eyes are on a little baby.
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The Wise Men .Find the King
Ralph
Matthew 11:1-23

E.

Hippie
- Isaiah 11:1-16

VI
It, Is a Time to Show Faith, Hope and Love
Faith is the assurance of things hoped
for and the conviction of things not seen
(Hebrews 11:1). Without faith the child
of God cannot cut through the falsely real
illusion of worldly power. Without faith
the Babe of Bethlehem is sentimental weakness. Without faith Christmas is a momentary flash or a myth. Christmas with its
amazing simplicity, is a supreme tgst of
faith.

The Wise-Men journeyed from alar
In search, of a Jewish King.
Led by that radiant Silvery Star,
Their gifts for Him to bring.
They journejqd on o'er hill and dale,
lions: a toil trod road:
They reached th^^'house [in Bethlehem,
The place of His abode.

Hope is essentially the belief in God's
_ sovereignty. He cannot be defeated even
II
though evil rages and the devil poisons and
perverts. The Messiah came in meekness What found' they there, a King most high,
Behind that welcome door?
and lowliness, He will come again in power
A Monarch stern, whose mandates hold
and judgment.
In peace, as well as war?
Love is the supreme fruit of faith. The
A palace grand of ivory hue,
Greeks taught wisdom, the Jews justice. The
As ne'er was seen before?
Romans taught organization. But the reliThey jound aclt^ld, but two years old
gion of Jesus Christ teaches us to love.
Behind, that humble door.
The basic flaw in most Christian testiIll
mony is just here: we act like Greeks or
Jews or Romans who do not have the in- .-/ humble home in Bethlehem
carnation of God at Bethlehem. Loveless
Blest in Judea's Land.
and barren, our witness is sour, hard and As was foretold, by Prophets old,
empty. Today humanity is bleeding with
If ho heard the voice of God;
organized sin expressed in war and social
Foretold—the Town of Bethlehem,
chaos. Starving people want helpers with
Where David's feet had trod.
the lovelight of Christmas'in their souls.
The-star-stood- fast-at-Beth Ieh em,
Sick people want healers with the lovelight
His home as was foretold.
of Christmas in their souls. Homeless people want builders with the lovelight of
IV
Christmas in their souls.
Who are these in robes so royal
Lost, damned, and' doomed humanity
Traveling thro' the long, long night?
cries out for saved people whose tender II ith a faith, so pure, so loyal,
mercy comes from the great mercy of God
U Idle before, a star shines bright?
..
as shown to us in the manger of Bethle- Often o'er a desert far-ing
hem. So be it!
Often o'er a mountain sleep.
—Courtesy of Mennonite Weekly Review. Each the other's promise sharing,
Ever on their way they keep.
Christ cannot find a chamber in the inn.
We entertain him always like a stranger
And, as at first, still lodge him in the
manger.
^—Anonymous, probably

before

1625.

Three Kings had made their journey,
One blessed Christmas Time,
To find The Little Christ Child there,
The promised Lord Divine.

II ith Gifts, and treasures laden,
Myrrh. Frankincense and Gold.
They.brought their gifts to Jesus.
These three W/ise Men of old.
VI
A Silvery Star had led them,
To where the infant lay,
And there they found their Savior
And worshipped Him that day.
W e too, can make a journey
Like the Wise Men long ago,
To seek the lowly Jesus,
For He lives, and loves, you know.
VII
Yes, i«e can seek, and find Him.
On This Christmas, if we will.
We only need to love Him,
And we can find Him still.
Not with our natural, mortal eyes
Can we behold His Face,
Bnl witli a fervent faith, and love—
Dwell with Him. by His Grace.
VIII
Oh Shiloh! Stem of Jesse's Rod!
Oh bright, and Morning Star,
The Herald Angels, brought from God,
Glad tidings from afar.
The Comforter, with hope Divine,
The Dearest, and the best.
All praise to Thy blest Name Sublime,
In Thee, we find sweet rest.
IX
Shine on, 0 Radiant Silvery Star
II ith all Thy Quickening
Power,
Shine with Thy Rays of Holy Light,
In these strange hearts of ours.
Shinr on with Iridescent light,
To Guide us on our way,
'Till in God's Realm that light is lost
In Heaven's Eternal Day.
-^Elizabethtown. Pa.
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A Christ-Honoring Christmas
Naomi
HEN MAYNARD became a Christian, he
decided to follow the Lord in a
whole-hearted way and be a real Christian.
He was so happy that he thought everyone
else just must become a Christian, loo. He
tried to talk to some about it; he told them
how good it felt inside to have all your sins
forgiven and to have a wonderful friend
like the Lord Jesus with you all the time.
Maynard had. however, always found it a
little hard to say what he felt, but that
didn't keep him from trying to tell about
his Christ, and there were folks who" received a blessing because o t some of the/
things Maynard said.
One day an old gray-haired brother put
his hand on Maynarfl's shoulder and said.
"My boy, why don't you give out tracts."'
and he told him about some of the work
that had been-*<done for Jesus by just one
small tract.
From then on he began to save his money
so that he could send for tracts. His father
and mother could not help him very much
because they did not go to church very
often. He soon had enough saved to order
a hundred tracts of almost every kind that
the publishing house had.
v=-Some of the other boys made fun of
him even though they had been brought up
in Christian homes. When Miss Esther
found out about it, she said,. "Maynard.
don't become discouraged because people
make fun of you. We appreciate very much
what you are doing and above all we know
the Lord does, too."

W

Miss Esther loved Maynard, and wanted
this fine boy to be just what God wanted
him to be! so she'tried to help him all she
could to grow in his Christian life.
Christmastime drew near and the stare
in front of which Maynard sold newspapers had, oh. so many things to sell. So
did all the other stores on every street.
Many people could be seen with their arms
full of packages.
Maynard heard older folks laugh and
say that Christmastime was surely a time
for folks to make money. He noticed thai
Horton's big department store had almost
twice as many clerks as usual. They worked till nine o'clock eve$y,. evening, too. Maynard knew, too. that' if this Christinawould be one like last year, many people^
would get drunk. Many-of them-would
stuff themselves with big Christmas dinners:;
He heard many of the boys and girls talk :
ing of what they wanted'" for Christmas.
Little children told men dressed up lifts
Santa Claus what they wanted for Christinas, and these men always tried to let "the
child's father or mother know what thev
wanted. Some of the children even had let-
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Strubhur
ters j>rinted in the paper. Lots of people
a;ked him what he expected to get for
Christmas, and he knew that after Christmas people would be saying, "Well, was
Christmas good to y o u ? " or. "Did you get
much for Christmas?" Children and grownups would be telling what all they got.
At Sunday school they practiced beautiful songs about Christ coming into the
world, and learned recitations about the
true .spirit of Christmas. Their Sundayschool teacher said that they should try
to honor Christ at all times and especially
at this season, but the world and much of
the church went on^in the same ways they
always had. This seemed all wrong to
Maynard as he read in the Gospels and
continued to think what Christmas should
really be like. He decided that now since
he was a Christian he would try to honor
his dear Lord at this time of the vear—but
how? That was the problem. He could
and would give: rfroney to feed the hungry
r.nd clothe the naked. Also he w^uld give
some to the missionaries, but that seemed"
like hiring someone else to do the work
for the Lord, aijd he would like to do
something himself. So he thought and
thought. He could buy a'box of Scripture
cards and send them to lots of different
people. So he bought a box, but he was
afraid that some people wouldn't pay too
much attention to the message on the cards:
He prayed about it. too.
Ah. he had it. he would send tracts along
with the cards. So he sorted through his
tracts to find just the right trac! for the
right person.

\v ith a heavy heart Miss Esther went to
get her mail a few davs later. On the one
hjfnd it seemed so many people sent her
things. She couldn't give very much. Why
must Christmas be so very much different
from what she was sure God intended it to
be. So few reallv thought of God's gift,
and so many more lived their lives without
telling others about Him. It was all wrong.
The world and most of the church didn't
honor Him at all.
This morning there was only one card
in the box. addressed in a boyish handwriting. She opened it wonderingly and
saw who it was from.
"Bless his dear heart for remembering
me." she said.
Then she saw the tract and she knew
right then that he had sent out tracts to
other people, too.
"Well, at least one is spreading the Gospel i n ' h i s Christmas iriving. The Lord
bless Iffcn.'Whern she got inside she started to read
the tract';
"She asked to be made like her Saviour
He took her right then at her word,
And sent her a heart-crushing burden
Till the depths of her soul were stirred."
' " ~"
. .' '
"I guess that is what happened to me."
she thought.
•"
So she read on.
*» "* •
"She asked for a faith strong, yet simple;
He permitted the dark clouds to come."
Miss
prayed
seemed
da-rk so

Esther knew that she had often
for faith, and instead everything
dark. Perhaps God permitted the
that as the! rest of the poem said.

"Ana ,'fthe staggered by faith through the
darkness
For the storm had quite obscured the sun."

, She read -the next verse about standing
Finally he had them all ready to mail
but one. Where- should he send that card? alone and thought how well it described
Then he thought of Miss Esther; *so he her life. Still she read on.
hunted a tract that he thought would suit
"She saw^ she v must give up her ambitions
her.- Here \yas one about a lady who prayWhicK had'beefl her 'air castles' for years." '
ed-to - -he made like her Master, and the
Lord sent her all kinds of trials and disThe tears began to sting Miss Esther's
appointments, but tbey made her like she . eyelids, for it hadn't been so long ago that
prayed to be made. Somehow* Miss Esther the most cherished rosy dream had all
often had" tears in her eyes, and he knewr • been shattered.'
she witnfed to be like Jesus. So with a
So she continued'to read all of tract No.
prayer he put that tracf in. The next morn- 453, and thought how it fitted her case.
iiii; lie dropped all his Christmas messages The tears were falling fast when she fininto a mailbox. His purse was pretty ished, but she.said to herself. "Bless dear
empty, and he had not gotten any verv big - Maynard's heart. The Lord must have told
present pven for his best friends or rela- him to «end that tract so that T might bettives. But he had given" it all to the Lord ter see why things are like they -are with
Jesus, and he felt so happy..
me." And she knelt down and thanked God
for this little message from Him'. Of
course. Maynard could not know all this,
but that is the wav one must often work.
Orrly the Lord knows what has been accomplished,, but He takes care of all that
k>r. God is hot unfaithful to forget our
F;;l>or of love.—Words of Cheer.
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